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In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
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About Azure Stack by CloudCreator
Azure Stack by CloudCreator is an extension of the Azure global public cloud platform. It brings the agility
and fast-paced innovation of public cloud computing to in-country public hosted and hybrid environments.
Create Windows or Linux virtual machines in minutes and use them for development, testing or running
production applications. Use Extensions (small applications) for post deployment automation tasks on your
virtual machines. Software deﬁned networking features enable you to provision virtual networks, network
security groups (virtual ﬁrewalls), deﬁne ﬁrewall rules, conﬁgure load balancers for incoming traﬃc across
your virtual machines and much more!
A range of storage solutions are also available to suit your needs. Use Blobs for storing unstructured data,
Tables – a ﬂexible NoSQL database or Queues for storing sets of messages. You can even use Key Vault for
securely storing encryption keys.
But this is just a start and Revera will be continually evolving our services oﬀering on this platform.
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
About Azure Stack by CloudCreator
Getting Started
Features of Azure Stack by CloudCreator
Future Releases
Find Out More

About Azure Stack by CloudCreator
Revera's CloudCreator portal is the launching point for all users. It allows you to:
Subscribe to Azure Stack by CloudCreator
Access public Azure Stack
View Azure Stack tenancy details (Status - Enabled/Disabled/Deleted).

Getting Started
To get started with Azure Stack by CloudCreator, you will need to:
set up an Azure Active Directory (AAD) subscription with Global Admin rights, and
subscribe to Azure Stack through the Revera CloudCreator portal.
For detailed steps on how to do this, see Subscribe to Azure Stack by CloudCreator

Features of Azure Stack by CloudCreator
The current features of Azure Stack by CloudCreator include:
Feature

Description

Compute

Windows and Linux Virtual Machines on demand.

Storage

• Blobs for storage of unstructured data
• Tables - NoSQL key/value store, and
• Queues allowing cloud software to communicate via messages.

Software Deﬁned
Networking

• Virtual Networks that allow creation of isolated networks in the cloud.
• Load balancers (layer4) that distribute incoming traﬃc among healthy virtual machines.
• VPN gateway to enable connections among virtual networks.

Network Security
Group

A virtual ﬁrewall that controls inbound and outbound network traﬃc for virtual machines (via their
network interface) and subnets, using Network security rules.

Public IP Addresses

Dynamic or static IP address that can be assigned to virtual machines, load balancers and virtual network
gateways.

Security

Key Vault for securely storing encryption keys

Backup

Backup and restore with:
• Silver-lining Protect, Revera's next generation data protection service, or
• Public Azure backup.

App Service

Create Web and API applications without the need to install operating systems or conﬁgure web hosting
software. This integrated service lets you compose various components such as websites
and RESTful APIs into a single solution. See App Service to ﬁnd out more.

Functions

Run small pieces of code, or 'functions' in the cloud. This serverless compute service allows code to be
run on-demand, without having to explicitly provision or manage infrastructure. Functions can be used to
run a script or a piece of code in response to a variety of events. See Functions to ﬁnd out more.

SQL Database

SQL Database is a relational database-as-a-service (DBaas) which allows you to quickly stand up a
Microsoft SQL 2016 on SQL Database, without having to set up infrastructure or manage virtual machines
and software updates. See SQL Database to ﬁnd out more.

Future Releases
Future releases of Azure Stack by CloudCreator will include these features:
App Service
Functions
SQL Database
My SQL
Additional Microsoft released features

Find out more
For detailed information about everything related to Azure Stack, explore the Microsoft Azure Stack
website. This site is updated regularly so check back often.

Subscribe to Azure Stack by CloudCreator
To onboard and subscribe to Azure Stack by CloudCreator, you must have an Azure Active Directory (AAD)
subscription with Global Admin rights. If you don't already have this, read below to ﬁnd out how to set it
up.
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Before You Begin
Activate Your Azure Stack Subscription
Register a Tenancy in Azure Stack by CloudCreator

Before You Begin
Before you can subscribe to Azure Stack by CloudCreator, you need to have the following pre-requisites:
Item

Description

Revera Master Services
Agreement

If you are not currently using other Revera Services, you'll need to sign a Revera Master Services
Agreement. Contact your Revera Sales Representative.

Revera CloudCreator Login

If you don't already have a CloudCreator portal login, please contact your Revera Sales
Representative or Client Engagement Manager.
You must have a Global or Cloud admin role in CloudCreator to subscribe and register.

Azure Active Directory
(AAD) subscription

In order to subscribe to Azure Stack by CloudCreator you'll need an Azure Active Directory (AAD)
subscription.
If you have paid subscriptions to Oﬃce 365, Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online, Enterprise Mobility
Suite, or other Microsoft services, you already have a free subscription to AAD.
If you don't have a Microsoft service that comes with a free AAD subscription, go to
account.azure.com/organization to set up a new tenancy. Alternatively, contact the Revera Service
Desk at servicedesk@revera.co.nz for help in setting one up.
Note: The credit card you use to create your Public Azure tenancy will not be billed for the
resources consumed on Azure Stack by CloudCreator. These costs will be invoiced directly by
Revera.

Global Administrator rights
to the AAD

In order to authenticate with AAD, Azure Stack by CloudCreator needs access to the user's
directory. At a minimum, Azure Stack by CloudCreator requires a user with global administrator
rights to the AAD.

Once you have these in place, you can activate your subscription in CloudCreator. Follow the steps below.
Activate Your Azure Stack Subscription in CloudCreator
Follow these steps:
1. On receipt of a SMS message that provides your CloudCreator Password and PIN, login to CloudCreator.
2. From the left hand menu, click
resources.

and select the virtual cloud that will be using Azure Stack

3. The Summary screen appears. Click on Options and Manage Subscriptions.

4. The Manage Subscriptions window will appear. Move the red Status Slider for Azure Stack by
CloudCreator.
Here you can also:
view a list of your subscriptions and their current status (disabled or enabled), and
hover over the tooltips

icon to ﬁnd out how to enable each subscription.

5. The Subscribe to Azure Stack window appears. Here you need to:
Read and conﬁrm that you accept the Terms and Conditions by checking the box
If needed, complete and email the Microsoft License Mobility form.
Click the green Subscribe button.
6. The following pop-up window will appear. Click the green Subscribe button to conﬁrm.

7. The Manage Subscriptions screen appears. The status of Azure Stack by CloudCreator is now enabled
but not yet established. On this screen you can hover over the tooltips

icon to view when the

subscription was enabled and by whom.
To complete the establishment of Azure Stack by CloudCreator, go to Register a Tenancy in Azure Stack by
CloudCreator.

Register a Tenancy in Azure Stack by CloudCreator
To complete the establishment of Azure Stack by CloudCreator, you must register your public Azure
tenancy details. This allows CloudCreator to use Azure Stack resources.
Follow these steps:
1. From the Summary screen for your virtual cloud, select Options, then Manage Azure Stack
Tenancies.

2. The Manage Azure Stack Tenancies window appears. Click the green Create new tenancy button.

3. The Register a Tenancy window appears. Complete the ﬁelds. For help, hover over the tooltips
icon.

Click the green Register button to conﬁrm.

4. Your Azure Stack by CloudCreator subscription will now be established. A notiﬁcation will appear in the
Recent Events panel on the CloudCreator dashboard.
Notes:
Only the AAD user you have registered with will have access to the subscription.
You can register additional Azure Stack tenancies on behalf of your organisation in CloudCreator. There
is no limit to the number of Azure Stack tenancies you can register. However, each tenancy can only be
registered to one virtual cloud (parent or child) in CloudCreator. See Register Multiple Azure Stack
Tenancies.
On creation of an Azure Stack subscription, two App Registrations will be automatically created for your

selected Azure Active Directory. This will enable you to provision Virtual Machine level back-up of Stack
VM's via CloudCreator. VM level backup via Silver-lining Protect will be available soon in a future
CloudCreator release.
5. If you are not already logged in, please login to CloudCreator once more and click on the Azure Stack
by CloudCreator tile in the Summary screen of your virtual cloud.

7. Click on the Azure Stack by CloudCreator tile. This will take you to the Azure Stack by CloudCreator
tenant portal.
You can immediately start consuming resources via the tenant portal, and ﬁnd out more about managing
your workload via Visual Studio, PowerShell and CLI, through the Azure Resource Manager.

Working with Azure Stack
Working with Azure Stack is the same as working with public Azure. But you get the added advantage of
having either an in-country public hosted or hybrid environment.
Because Azure Stack is simply an extension of public Azure it provides you with a uniﬁed platform for
faster and easier development. Processes, tools, DevOps and open-source components are consistent
between Azure and Azure Stack. You can quickly develop, test and deploy for one environment, knowing it
will work for both.
To ﬁnd out more, go to the Microsoft Azure website. Here you can:
Learn about Azure
Explore quickstarts, samples and tutorials, and
Become familiar with Azure products, tools and architecture.

View Tenancy and Subscription Updates
Only users with the Global or Cloud Admin role can view the screens / perform the functions
described below. See Roles and Subscriptions to ﬁnd out more.
Once you have subscribed to Azure Stack by CloudCreator, you can view:
The details of your tenancy
Tenancy history (timeline of events), and
Subscription updates.
Follow the steps below.
1. From the Summary screen for your virtual cloud, click Options

2. The Options menu appears. Select Manage Azure Stack Tenancies.

3. The Manage Azure Stack Tenancies screen appears. Select View history to view a timeline of the
tenancy's history.

4. The Record Tenancy History screen appears. Here you can view the timeline of recent events (eg.
failures). Click X to close this screen.

5. Click the 'eye' icon
close this screen.

to view the subscription updates. The Subscriptions screen appears. Click X to

Register Multiple Azure Stack Tenancies
Only users with the Global or Cloud Admin role can view the screens / perform the functions
described below. See Roles and Subscriptions to ﬁnd out more.
Once you have subscribed to Azure Stack by CloudCreator, you can register additional Azure Stack
tenancies to your virtual cloud in CloudCreator.
There is no limit to the number of Azure Stack tenancies you can register. However, each tenancy can only
be registered to one virtual cloud (parent or child) in CloudCreator.
Follow the steps below.
1. From the summary screen for your virtual cloud, select Options, then Manage Azure Stack
Tenancies.

2. The Manage Azure Stack Tenancies screen appears. Click

to register an additional tenancy.

3. The Register a Tenancy screen appears. Complete the ﬁelds by hovering over the tooltips
for hints.
Click the green Register button to conﬁrm.

icon

A notiﬁcation will appear in the Recent Events panel on the CloudCreator dashboard.

Start, Stop or Restart an Azure Stack VM
Only users with these roles can view the screens / perform the functions described below. See
About Roles for more information:
Global Admin
Cloud Admin
Azure Stack Admin

Follow the steps below to start, stop or restart an Azure Stack by CloudCreator VM.
1. From the Summary page for your virtual cloud, select the Virtual Machines tab to view the Virtual
Machines screen.

2. The Virtual Machines screen appears. This shows the VM's grouped by provider. On this screen you
can:
Find and sort your VM's by using the search function and drop down menus.
View each VM's State, Instance Type/VM Size, Availability Zone, Instance Id and Actions.
Refresh the screen by selecting
View the VM actions by selecting

in the Actions column.
in the Actions column.

3. Locate the VM you want to control and click the
4. The VM Actions panel will appear.

in the Actions column.

5. Select Start, Stop or Restart to control the VM. Note: Once you have stopped a VM you can only start
it (not restart).
6. A Conﬁrm Action window will appear. Click Conﬁrm or Cancel.

7. Click the bell icon

at the top right of your screen to view notiﬁcations relating to your action.

Billing Information
Billing information is not accessible within the CloudCreator portal.
Your current Revera invoice will include Azure Stack by CloudCreator services. If required, you can request
a consumption details report from your Client Engagement Manager which will provide more detail.

In Guest Backup and Restore with Silver-lining
Protect
The screens you can view in CloudCreator will vary, depending on your assigned role. Please
refer to Roles and Subscriptions to ﬁnd out more.
The ability to provision your own backups using Revera's Silver-lining Protect service has been removed for
the short term. Restores and ad hoc backups can be run via the Admin Console.
Azure Stack virtual machines (VMs) will be protected by in guest backup agents. These will protect the
operating system and any supported applications.
Revera's Silver-lining Protect service removes the need for managing backup software and hardware. It
provides:
A modular backup and restore service through a single web portal interface within CloudCreator.
The ability to perform ﬁle or database level restores, or to run ad hoc backups using the Admin
Console.
Oﬀ-host backups of your Azure Stack virtual machines for low impact protection of your critical
workloads.
Flexible, long term retention options and additional copies of data stored in an alternative datacentre.
Monitoring of backup and restore jobs via the Admin Console dashboard or reports section, to provide
greater clarity on the level of protection of your systems.
In this section
This section includes the following topics:
Before you Begin
Prepare VM for Agent Installation - Microsoft Windows Server
Install Backup Agent - Microsoft Windows Server
Prepare VM for Agent Installation - Linux Server
Install Backup Agent - Linux Server
Onboard VM to the Silver-lining Protect Service
Manage Protected VMs via Admin Console

Before You Begin
Contact Revera to obtain the following information to perform the installation:
Custom Script Extension for the type of operating system you wish to install a backup agent on.
Installer Account username and password for your tenancy.

It is important that any antivirus software is disabled before the agent installation is attempted.
It can be enabled again once the agent installation is complete.

Prepare VM for Agent Installation - Microsoft Windows Server
To prepare your VM to for backup agent installation, you need to add the script provided by Revera as a
Custom Script Extension to your VM in Azure Stack.
Follow these steps:
1. Log in to the Azure Stack management portal https://portal.wlg.goapollo.nz then navigate to the VM
that requires the backup agent. From the selected VM's properties blade, select Extensions, then click
Add.

2. The New resource blade will appear. Select Custom Script Extension then click Create.

3. The Install extension blade will appear. Click the folder icon
REVERA_ScriptExtension.ps1 script provided by Revera. Click OK.

then browse to the location of the

4. You can monitor deployment of the script via the Bell Notiﬁcations (image 1 below). Once complete,
the custom script extension will be shown (image 2 below) with the status of Provisioning Succeeded.
For more information about the process, click on the custom script extension, then View detailed
status (image 3 below).
image 1

image 2

image 3

Install Backup Agent - Microsoft Windows Server
Once the custom script extension has been successfully added to your VM, follow the steps below.
1. RDP to your VM as an Administrator. You will see a shortcut called Install Revera Backup Agent on
the desktop of the server.
Double click this shortcut to begin the installation script.

2. The installation script will download the backup agent from blob storage to the VM. This process may
take some time, please wait for it to complete.

3. The installation script will test that your VM can communicate to Revera's backup service. Once the test
has succeeded, enter the Installer Account's username and password provided by Revera.

4. The backup agent will be installed on the VM and registered on the backup servers. Once the installation
is complete, backups will NOT run on the VM until
it has been onboarded to a Silver-lining Protect Service Plan.

Prepare VM for Agent Installation - Linux Server
To prepare your VM for installation of a backup agent, you need to add the Revera provided script as a
Custom Script Extension to your VM in Azure Stack.
1. Log in to the Azure Stack management portal https://portal.wlg.goapollo.nz and navigate to the VM
requiring the backup agent. From the selected VM's properties blade select Extensions, then click Add.

2. The New resource blade will be shown. Select Custom Script Extension for Linux then click
Create.

3. The Install extension blade will appear. Click the folder icon

then browse to the location of the

REVERA_ScriptExtension.sh script that was provided by Revera.
In the Command ﬁeld enter bash REVERA_ScriptExtension.sh then click OK.

4. You can monitor deployment of the script via Bell Notiﬁcations (image 1 below). Once completed, the
custom script extension will appear, with the status of Provisioning Succeeded (image 2 below).
To see additional information, click on the custom script extension and hover your mouse over the Status
Message ﬁeld (image 3 below).

image 1

image 2

image 3

Install Backup Agent - Linux Server
Once the custom script extension has been successfully added to your VM, follow the instructions below.
1. SSH to your VM as a super user. Navigate to the following directory by typing
cd /opt/ReveraBackupAgent/.

2. Execute the installation script by typing the following sudo ./REVERA_Stack_Setup.sh

3. The installation script will then test that your VM can communicate to Revera's backup service. Once
the test has succeeded, enter the Installer Account's username and password provided to you by
Revera.

4. The backup agent will be installed on to the VM and register on the backup servers. Once the
installation is complete, backups will NOT run on the VM until it has been onboarded to a Silver-lining
Protect Service Plan.

Onboard VM to the Silver-lining Protect Service
In order for backups to run on your VM, you need to raise a service request with Revera with details on
which backup plan the server(s) should be added to including any application agents required.
Note: If your server requires an application agent in order to protect speciﬁc data, such as SQL or
Exchange databases, then service accounts may be required by Revera to conﬁgure these advanced
agents. A Revera engineer will contact you for further details if service accounts or additional conﬁguration
is required.

Follow these steps:
1. Download and complete the Silver-lining Protect - Onboarding Template. If your VM has an application
such as SQL, the server will need two lines completed for the same server in the spreadsheet. For
example, one for the File System Agent and one for the SQL Agent. This is because you can assign each
one to a diﬀerent service plan. It highlights to our engineers that an application agent is required to be
conﬁgured for your server.
Note: Refer to (table 1 below) to select a service plan option for each of your servers.
2. Email the Revera Service Desk servicedesk@revera.co.nz with your completed spreadsheet. An
engineer from the Data Protection Team will contact you once your servers are conﬁgured for backup.
If more information is required such as service accounts for application agents, the engineer will contact
you. Do not send any account information such as passwords via email to Revera.
table 1
Option

Type

Description

Service Level

Standard

RPO: Once per day
Recovery Initiation: 4 working hours
Retention: Onsite 30 days

Economy

RPO: Once per week
Recovery Initiation: Next business day
Retention: Onsite 30 days

Oﬀsite

Provides a second copy of data stored in a diﬀerent Data Centre.
Retention: Oﬀsite 30 days

No Oﬀsite

Only one copy of data is retained for 30 days.

Vault 90 Days

Last full backup retained for 90 days on Revera's Vault.

Vault 1 Year

Last full backup retained for 1 year on Revera's Vault.

Vault 7 Years

Last full backup retained for 1 year, last full backup of the year stored for 7 years on
Revera's Vault.

Vault 10 Years

Last full backup retained for 1 year, last full backup of the year stored for 10 years on
Revera's Vault.

None

-

Oﬀsite Copy

Long Term
Retention

Manage Protected VMs via Admin Console
Once the ﬁrst backup has completed for your VMs, they will be able to be managed from the Admin
Console. Please see the following pages for more information.
See Access the Admin Console

See Backup File Data (Files/Folders)

See Backup SQL Databases

See Restore File Data

See Restore SQL Databases

See Reporting

In This Section
Start here - About Cascade
Cascade Architecture
Object Storage Architecture

Can't ﬁnd an answer?
Email:

servicedesk@revera.co.nz
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0800 222 474

About Cascade
Cascade is purpose-built to store, archive and access unstructured data for ﬂuid movement across private
and public cloud architecture.
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Overview
Cascade Portfolio
Cascade White Paper

Overview
Cascade is a secure, multi-purpose and distributed object-based storage system. It supports large-scale
cloud and hybrid cloud repositories of unstructured data.
Cascade can accommodate all types of data, from simple text ﬁles to medical images. It enables your
organisation to categorise, protect, and distribute unstructured content within a single storage system. It
serves as a single repository for traditional and new types of data, for example:
Files, emails, and recordings
Microsoft Sharepoint
Medical images
Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) enabled cloud
Big data
Mobile sync and share
Remote/branch oﬃce ﬁles
Open source application data
Cascade is designed to be used independently (via API driven applications) or in conjunction with HCP
Gateway and/or HCP Anywhere. It provides ﬁle and end user access for a highly conﬁgurable content
management platform.
Cascade Portfolio
The Cascade portfolio includes the following object storage products:
Product

Description

Cascade

Enterprise object-based cloud storage platform. Cascade is highly conﬁgurable to improve data eﬃciency.
Cost is optimised by moving data to lower-cost storage in New Zealand, oﬀshore, or a combination of both.
Cascade is the base tenancy which allows data to be ingested via common APIs.

Cascade
Anywhere

Provides secure end-user access to data anywhere via a web-based portal for desktop, tablet or mobile
devices. Cascade Anywhere helps increase productivity by enabling 'anytime, anywhere, any device' access to
data. It ensures data is protected and meets regulatory requirements for access, preservation, security and
auditing.

Cascade
Gateway

A cloud storage gateway and ﬁle-serving solution for the Cascade tenancy. This low-cost, easy-to-implement,
ﬁle-serving solution enables you to start using Cascade quickly. Cascade Gateway can also act as a caching
solution for higher performing applications.

Cascade White Paper
Download a comprehensive white paper on Revera Cascade: Revera Cascade - Architecture and Solution
Fundamentals - June 2018
This white paper covers:
How the Cascade portfolio provides the ideal ecosystem to support existing content-centric applications
and newer cloud use cases and workloads.
The Cascade-based functionality and tools that help businesses organise their data.
How, through a single point of visibility and control, users can extract intelligence and share it safely
with a globally dispersed workforce.

Cascade Architecture
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Overview
Shared Storage
Consistency
Capacity
Administration

Overview
Cascade cloud storage software is deployed on servers called data nodes. As a cluster, these nodes
virtualise and federate the back-end capacity supplied by Cascade storage, block, ﬁle or public cloud
object sources. Each data node in the Cascade system runs a complete software stack made up of the
appliance operating system and the Cascade core software. All data nodes run an identical software image
to ensure maximum reliability and fully symmetrical operation of the system. Cascade data nodes can
serve as both an object repository and an access point for your applications. They can also take over the
functions of other nodes in the event of node failure.
A Cascade system is inherently a distributed system, spreading key functions, such as metadata
management and storage placement, across all nodes. To process incoming client requests, software
components on one node interact with components on other nodes through a private back-end network. All
runtime operations are distributed among the access nodes. No single node becomes a bottleneck as each
node bears equal responsibilities for processing requests, storing data and sustaining the overall health of
the system. They work cooperatively to ensure system reliability and performance.
The Cascade distributed processing scheme allows it to scale linearly to accommodate capacity growth or
more application clients. When a new node is added to the Cascade system, the cluster automatically
integrates that node into the overall workﬂow without manual intervention.
By incorporating support for oﬀ-site public cloud storage targets, Cascade encourages adoption of hybrid
cloud conﬁgurations, which can lower the costs of storing older less-active data. By trading some
performance and latency, you can gain near instant capacity elasticity while retaining a single point of
management for both new and old data.
Cascade Architecture:

Shared Storage
Shared storage allows you to make hardware investments based on application need rather than an
artefact of architecture design. For example, as the number of your clients grow, there is generally a
proportional increase on the Cascade workload. Cascade data nodes are scaled to linearly improve small
object performance and large object throughput, or increase CPU power available to Cascade search and
data services.
Alternatively, you may decide to tackle a new application that needs to store larger media or video ﬁles. In
this case, Cascade is not driving a lot of new I/O as much as it is directing many large ﬁles. Additional
Cascade Storage can quickly add several petabytes to your virtualised storage pool. Cascade data nodes
and Cascade Storage are networked through a combination of 10Gb Ethernet ports and VLANS in a loosely
coupled architecture. Cascade Storage is particularly well suited for storage scaling.
Consistency
Cascade spans multiple geographical sites. When considered from a single site perspective, Cascade
design favours consistency and availability as deﬁned by Brewers CAP theorem1. The theory postulates
that a distributed system of nodes can satisfy at most two of these three properties:
Consistency: All nodes see the same data at the same time.
Availability: Every request receives a response about whether it was successful or failed, guaranteed.

Partition tolerance: The system continues to operate despite arbitrary message loss or failure of part
of the system.
Within a single site, Cascade will never return stale data, which is useful for applications that require
strong data consistency. While Cascade can handle many forms of partition failure, it does require that a
majority of the Cascade data nodes (total nodes/2+1) be available and communicating with each other in
order to take write requests. Reads can be processed with as few as one surviving node.
When a Cascade deployment spans two or more sites, supporting an active-active global namespace,
Cascade favours data availability and partition tolerance over strict consistency. This is the favoured model
for public cloud deployments and is referred to as an eventually consistent model. In response to a whole
site outage, Cascade may deliver data from a surviving site that was not yet consistent with the failing
site. This eﬀect is a result of asynchronous replication, but minimised by Cascade’s global access topology,
which performs hyper-replication of metadata.
Hyper-replication is possible because each Cascade system maintains a separate structure for object data
versus object metadata. When an application writes an object, metadata is stored in a separate but
parallel branch of Cascade’s internal ﬁle system. This physical separation enables many unique
capabilities. One of these is improved data consistency between sites as Cascade prioritises metadata
replication over replicating the actual object. Intersite consistency is less aﬀected by network speed or
object size, and participating sites are more quickly aware of new or modiﬁed objects. A physically
separate structure for metadata is also key to Cascade search, tiering and fencing capabilities. To ﬁnd out
more, see Object Storage Architecture. When all sites are optimal, each Cascade instance can respond to
I/O requests with local resources, and remain unaﬀected by the speed or latency of the WAN
interconnecting sites.
Capacity
Cascade supports conﬁgurations exceeding 2.9 exabytes. The full potential of Cascade’s scalable storage
capabilities incorporates the use of Cascade's multitenancy management, delegation and provisioning
features. There is no need to prepurchase or reserve storage for speciﬁc applications as you can grow
capacity incrementally as demand increases. The available service options appeal to data usage patterns,
such as versioning and compliancy. Automated tiering plans lower the costs of carrying older data.
Administration
The following table sets out the key administrative roles and features.
Roles/Features

Description

System

These Revera management roles cannot read or write data, but they do control how physical storage
resources are virtualised and monitored. They design service plans to govern data placement, how it ages
and how it is retired. These managers prioritise system services, create tenants and delegate control over
capacity using a quota system.

Tenants

Provide management and control isolation at an organisational level, but are bounded by policies set forth by
the system-level administrator. A tenant typically represents an actual organisation such as a company or a
department within a company that uses a portion of a repository. A tenant can also correspond to an
individual person. A Cascade cluster can have many Cascade tenants, each of which can own and manage
many namespaces.

Tenant-level
Administration

There is a separate client administrator for each tenant. They can:
• Create and manage namespaces for application use at a micro level
• Control namespace capacity through quotas, deﬁne user membership, access protocols and service
policies, and
• Further deﬁne which users can read, write, delete, or search a namespace.
The Cascade system-level administrator controls the number of namespaces each Cascade tenant can create.

Namespace

This is the smallest unit of Cascade multitenancy capacity partitioning. Namespaces are thin provisioned, and
carved from the common virtualised storage pool. They provide:
• The mechanism for separating the data stored by diﬀerent applications, business units or customers.
Access to one namespace does not grant a user access to any other namespace. Objects stored in one
namespace are not visible in any other namespace.
• Segregation of data, while tenants provide segregation of management.
Applications access Cascade namespaces through Cascade REST, S3, Swift, WebDAV, CIFS (SMB 3.1.1), NFS
v3 and SMTP protocols. These protocols can support authenticated and/or anonymous types of access. When
applications write a ﬁle, Cascade conceptually puts it in an object container along with associated metadata
that describes the data. Although Cascade is designed for WORM access of information, namespaces can be
enabled with versioning to permit write and re-write I/O semantic.
Cascade hierarchy:

Dashboard

Using the web-based overview dashboard, the system-level administrator can quickly assess Cascade cluster
status. The single pane summary displays color-coded health alerts, data services, major events and the total
capacity consumed by all tenants and namespaces. Use one-click to drill down into any of the 500+ alerts or
events and electively choose to enable email notiﬁcations or system logging (syslog).
The overview dashboard for a tenant administrator displays a summary of events, and the sum total capacity
consumed by all its deﬁned namespaces. The panel provides one-click drill down into any events, which are
also forwarded to an email address.

Namespace
Conﬁguration
Templates

Each tenant administrator is delegated with authority over an allotted capacity. These templates help them
create namespaces, conﬁgure permitted protocols, set capacity quotas and policies for retention, disposition,
indexing and search. Optionally, conﬁguration can be carried out through REST API or Microsoft PowerShell
utilities.

Enterprise Mode

The tenant administrator is permitted to create namespaces with an enterprise retention policy. While normal
users cannot delete objects under enterprise retention, a tenant-admin can be enabled to perform auditlogged privileged deletes.

Compliance
Mode

The tenant administrator can be permitted to create namespaces with a compliance retention policy. Objects
under compliance retention cannot be deleted through any user or administrative action until their expiry
date. Industry-speciﬁc regulations sometimes mandate immutable compliance modes to protect electronic
business records. Utilise this mode with care, as experimenting can create permanent undeletable content.

Object Storage Architecture
Cascade is an object storage platform. Its architecture means it is more eﬃcient, easier to use, and
capable of handling much more data than traditional ﬁle storage solutions. Cascade automates day-to-day
IT operations and can readily evolve to changes in scale, scope, applications, storage, server and cloud
technologies over the life of data.
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Object Container Structure
Store Objects
Read Objects
Protocols and SDK
Cascade Background Services
Replication Topologies and Content Fencing
Search

Object Container Structure
A Cascade object is composed of ﬁxed-content data (a user’s ﬁle) and electronic “sticky notes” called
metadata. Metadata describes the ﬁxed-content data, including its properties. All the metadata for an
object is viewable, but only some of it can be user-modiﬁed. The way metadata can be viewed and
modiﬁed depends on the namespace conﬁguration, the data access protocol and the type of metadata.
The Cascade metadata types are described in the following table:
Metadata type

Description

Fixed content data

An exact digital copy of a written ﬁle which is “ﬁngerprinted” upon ingest using a hashing algorithm: MD5,
SHA-1, SHA-256 (default), SHA384, SHA-512 or RIPMD160. These ﬁles become immutable after being
successfully stored in a virtual storage pool. If the object is under retention, it cannot be deleted before the
expiration of its retention period. See Compliance Mode. If versioning is enabled, multiple versions of a ﬁle
can be retained.

System metadata

Composed of 28 properties that include:
•
The date and time the object was added to the namespace (ingest time).
•
The date and time the object was last changed (change time).
•
The cryptographic hash value of the object along with the namespace hash algorithm used to generate that
value.
•
The protocol through which the object was ingested.
It also includes the object's policy settings, such as number of redundant copies, retention, shredding,
indexing and versioning. POSIX metadata includes a user ID and group ID, a POSIX permissions value and
POSIX time attributes.

Custom metadata

Optional, user-supplied descriptive information about a data object that is usually provided as well-formed
XML. It is utilised to add more descriptive details about the object. This metadata can be utilised by future
users and applications to understand and repurpose the object content. Cascade supports multiple custom
metadata ﬁelds for each object.

Object ACL
(access control
list)

Optional, user-supplied metadata containing a set of permissions granted to users or user groups to
perform operations on an object. ACL's control data access at an individual object level and are the most
granular data access mechanism.

Store Objects
Cascade access nodes share responsibility for knowing where content is stored. Cascade stores ﬁxed
content ﬁle data separately from its metadata, placing them in separate parallel data structures.
For scaling purposes, Cascade data nodes also maintain a hash index. This is a sharded database that is
distributed among all Cascade data nodes. The hash index provides the content addressable lookup
function to ﬁnd data. Each node is responsible for tracking a subset of the index called a region, which tells
it where to ﬁnd data and metadata.
Upon receiving a new ﬁle, any receiving node is able to write the ﬁxed content ﬁle portion to storage it
owns, as directed by the assigned service plan. It then computes a hash of the pathname, adds it to the
object’s system metadata along with the object’s location, and forwards it to the node responsible for
tracking the hash index region. Cascade protects its index with metadata protection level of 2 (MDPL2),
which means it will store two copies, saved on diﬀerent nodes. There is one authoritative copy, and at
least one backup copy. A write is not considered complete until all MDPL copies are saved. The actual ﬁle
is stored in a storage pool deﬁned by the tenant administrator. Storage pools can be constructed with
disks inside a Cascade data node or Cascade Storage.
Read Objects
Upon receiving a read request ﬁle, the Cascade node computes a hash using the object's pathname. The
table below sets out each scenario and how they are managed.
If...

then...

the Cascade node manages the particular hash index region

it looks up the object’s location and fulﬁls the request.

the Cascade node doesn’t manage the hash region

it queries the owner node for the ﬁle’s location.

there is a case of node failure

it queries the node with the backup hash index.

the whole site fails

the DNS directs the request to any surviving cluster participant in
namespace replication.

Protocols and SDK
While Cascade supports 100% of the S3 and Swift API operations needed for CRUD programming (create,
read, update and delete), many new cloud applications being developed still favour its native REST
Protocol for Cascade. This protocol is more full-featured than S3 and Swift, providing insight into Cascade’s

physical infrastructure, retention, multi-tenancy, search and metadata capabilities.
To ease the transition to REST, developers can choose the JAVA SDK for Cascade, complete with libraries,
builder patterns and sample code. The SDK provides a fast track path to new applications that operate at a
global scale, and with users who expect access from virtually any device that supports a network
connection. For those not quite ready to shed their old ﬁle access methods, Cascade supports four legacy
protocols that include NFS v3, CIFS (SMB 3.1.1), SMTP and WebDAV. Anything written with these APIs can
also be accessed with any of the REST API, with directories and ﬁlenames intact.
Cascade Background Services
Cascade implements 13 background services, which are described in the table below. These services
improve the overall health of the Cascade system, optimise eﬃciency and maintain the integrity and
availability of stored object data. Services run either continuously, periodically (on a speciﬁc schedule), or
in response to certain events.
The system-level administrator can enable, disable, start or stop any service and control the priority or
schedule of each service. These controls include running a service for longer periods, running it alone, or
assigning it a higher priority. Control runtime system loading by limiting the number of threads that the
service can spawn, using simple high, medium and low designations. All scheduled services run
concurrently but autonomously to each other, and thus each service may be simultaneously working on
diﬀerent regions of the metadata database. Each service iterates over stored content and eventually
examines the metadata of every stored object.
On a new Cascade system, each service is scheduled to run on certain days during certain hours. If a
particular service completes a full scan in the allotted period, the service stops. If it does not ﬁnish, the
service resumes where it left oﬀ at its next scheduled time slot. After completing a scheduled scan
interval, the service posts a summary message in the Cascade system event log.
The table below describes the Cascade background services.
Service

Description

Capacity Balancing

Attempts to keep the usable storage capacity balanced (roughly equivalent) across all storage nodes
in the system. If storage utilisation for the nodes diﬀers by a wide margin, the service moves objects
around to bring the nodes closer to a balanced state.

Compression

Compresses object data to make more eﬃcient use of physical storage space.

Content Veriﬁcation

Guarantees data integrity of repository objects by ensuring that a ﬁle matches its digital hash
signature. Cascade repairs the object if the hash does not match. Also detects and repairs metadata
discrepancies.

Deduplication

Identiﬁes and eliminates redundant objects in the repository, and merges duplicate data to free
space.

Disposition

Automatic clean-up of expired objects. A namespace conﬁguration policy authorises Cascade to
automatically delete objects after their retention period expires.

Garbage Collection

Reclaims storage space by purging hidden data and metadata for objects marked for deletion, or left
behind by incomplete transactions (unclosed NFS or CIFS ﬁles).

Scavenging

Ensures that all objects in the repository have valid metadata, and reconstructs metadata in case the
metadata is lost or corrupted.

Migration

Migrates data oﬀ selected nodes or storage arrays so they can be retired.

Protection

Enforces data protection level (DPL) policy compliance, to ensure that the proper number of copies of
each object exists in the system.

Replication

Copies one or more tenants from one Cascade system to another to ensure data availability and
enable disaster recovery.

Shredding (secured
deletion)

Overwrites storage locations where, for security reasons, copies of the deleted object were stored in
such a way that none of its data or metadata can be reconstructed. The default Cascade shredding
algorithm uses three passes to overwrite an object.

Storage Tiering

Determines which storage tiering strategy applies to an object, and evaluates where the copies of
the object should reside, based on the rules in the applied service plan.

Geodistributed
Erasure Coding

Geodistributed erasure coding can be applied when Cascade spans three or more sites. This
technology provides 100% data availability despite whole site level outages. Geo-EC deployments
consume 25-40% less storage than systems deployed with simple mirror replication.

Replication Topologies and Content Fencing
Cascade oﬀers multisite replication technology called global access topology. With these bi-directional,
active-active replication links, globally distributed Cascade systems are synchronised to allow users and
applications to access data from the closest Cascade site. The results are improved collaboration,
performance and availability. This is shown in the diagram below.

Metadata-only replication enables organisations to replicate entire objects or just object metadata. A

metadata-only strategy allows all clusters to know about all objects, but it controls placing object payload
only where needed while saving on WAN costs.
One practical use case for metadata-only replication is to create data fences, which allow organisations to
share data, but ensure it stays hosted within a speciﬁc country or continent boundary. In this model,
Cascade replicates metadata, but withholds mass movement of data ﬁles. Applications at the remote end
are able to see ﬁles and directory structures, search metadata ﬁelds and even write content. In all cases,
the ﬁnal permanent resting place for the object is at the source. Global access topology supports ﬂexible
replication topologies that include chain, star and mesh conﬁgurations.
The replication process is object-based and asynchronous. The Cascade system in which the objects are
initially created is called the primary system. The second system is called the replica. Typically, the
primary system and the replica are in separate geographic locations and connected by a high-speed wide
area network. The replication service copies one or more tenants, or namespaces, from one Cascade
system to another, propagating object creations, object deletions and metadata changes. Cascade also
replicates the following:
Tenant and namespace conﬁguration
Tenant-level user accounts
Compliance and tenant log messages, and
Retention classes.

Search
Cascade provides access to metadata and content search tools that enable more elegant and automated
queries for faster, more accurate results. Through these features you can gain a better understanding of
the content of stored ﬁles, how content is used and how objects may be related to one another. This
understanding can help you to enable more intelligent automation, along with big data analytics based on
best-in-class metadata architecture.
Cascade software includes comprehensive built-in search capabilities that enable users to search for
objects in namespaces, analyse a namespace based on metadata, and manipulate groups of objects to
support e-discovery for audits and litigation. The search engine (Apache Lucene) executes on Cascade
access nodes and can be enabled at both the tenant and namespace levels. Cascade supports two search
facilities:
A web-based user interface, called the search console, provides an interactive interface to create and
execute search queries with “AND”, “OR” logic. Templates with dropdown input ﬁelds prompt users for
various selection criteria, such as objects stored before a certain date, or larger than a speciﬁed size.
Clickable query results are displayed on-screen. From the search console, search users can open
objects, perform bulk operations on objects (hold, release, delete, purge, privileged delete and purge,

change owner, set ACL), and export search results in standard ﬁle formats for use as input to other
applications.
The metadata query API enables REST clients to search Cascade programmatically. As with the search
console, the response to a query is metadata for the objects that meet the query criteria, in XML or
JSON format.
In either case, two types of queries are supported:
An object-based query locates objects that currently exist in the repository based on their metadata,
including:
system metadata
custom metadata
ACLs
object location (namespace or directory).
Note: Multiple, robust metadata criteria can be speciﬁed in object-based queries. Objects must be
indexed to support this type of query.

An operation-based query provides time-based retrieval of object transactions. It searches for objects
based on operations performed on the objects during speciﬁed time periods. And it retrieves records of
object creation, deletion and purge (user-initiated actions), and disposition and pruning (systeminitiated actions). Operation-based queries return not only objects currently in the repository but also
deleted, disposed, purged or pruned objects.
Each Cascade object supports up to 10 free-form XML metadata annotations up to 1GB total. This gives
separate teams the freedom to work and search independently. An analytics team may add annotations
speciﬁc to their applications, which are diﬀerent from the billings applications. XML annotation can provide
a signiﬁcant advantage over simple key value pairs because the search engine can return more relevant
results with XML.
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Fortinet Management enables your organisation to:
Create, modify and delete ﬁrewall rules
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Manage advanced ﬁrewall objects on your dedicated virtual and/or physical FortiGate ﬁrewalls
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Subscribe to Fortinet Management
This section contains the following topics:
Subscribe to Fortinet Management
Assign Fortinet Management Roles
Access the Fortinet Management Portal

Subscribe to Fortinet Management
Note:
- Only users with the Global Security Admin (GSA) role can subscribe themselves and/or other
users to security related services.
- If you are a GSA and also require access to this service, you will need a separate
CloudCreator account to enable this.
- Global Admins cannot enable subscriptions of security related services. See About Roles for
more information.
To enable your subscription to Fortinet Management, follow these steps:
1. Login to CloudCreator. See About CloudCreator - How to Login if you need help.
2. From the left hand menu, click

and select the virtual cloud that will be using Fortinet

Management.

2. The Summary screen appears. Click on Options, then Manage Subscriptions.

3. The Manage Subscriptions window will appear. Move the red Status Slider across to subscribe to
Fortinet Management.
On this screen you can also:
view a list of your subscriptions and their current status (disabled or enabled), and
hover over the tooltips

symbols to ﬁnd out more about speciﬁc subscriptions.

4. The Subscribe to Fortinet Management window appears. Conﬁrm that you accept the Terms and
Conditions and click Subscribe.
Notes:
Subscribing to this service will automatically initiate a service request to link your ﬁrewall(s) to the selfservice portal.

It may take up to 3 business days for Fortinet Management access to be enabled.
You will receive an email conﬁrming that your subscription has been enabled.
5. You can view your service request notiﬁcation in the Recent Events panel, on the CloudCreator
dashboard.

6. Once your subscription is enabled, you can Assign the Fortinet Management Roles and Access the
Fortinet Management Portal.
Assign the Fortinet Management Roles
As a Global Security Admin, you need to assign Fortinet Management roles to yourself and other users if
access is required.
See About Cloud User Support Roles - Subscription Speciﬁc.
Access the Fortinet Management Portal
Once your subscription is enabled, and you have assigned the Fortinet Management user roles, you can
Access the Fortinet Management portal.

Access the Fortinet Management Portal
Only users with the role of the Fortinet Management Administrator, Author or User will be able to
view the screens / perform the functions described below.
See About Roles for more information.

In This Section
This section includes the following topics:
Access the Fortinet Management Portal
View Alerts
Features and Permissions
Fortinet User Help
Change Your Password

Access the Fortinet Management Portal
Follow these steps:
1. Login to CloudCreator. See About CloudCreator - How to Login if you need help.
2. From the left hand menu, click

and select the virtual cloud that will be using Fortinet

Management.

3. The Summary screen appears. Click the Fortinet Management tile.
Note: You will not be able to see the Fortinet Management tile on your CloudCreator dashboard if you are
not subscribed to the service. See Subscribe to Fortinet Management for more information.

4. The Dashboard of the Fortinet Management portal appears.

Depending on your Fortinet Management role and subscription, you can:
View and manage ﬁrewall rules, service objects and address objects.
Create new Static routes and IPSEC VPN type 1 and 2 tunnels.
Create a revision backup on Fortinet Management of the current policy applied.
Revert back to the last revision backup from Fortinet Management only (use with caution).
5. When you are ﬁnished working in Fortinet Management, you must logout to ensure all tabs and changes

are closed and the ADOM is unlocked. Click the Logout button at the top right of the screen.
Caution: Not logging out from Fortinet Management will result in the ADOM locking and will
prevent any further changes.

View Alerts
The alerts you can view are speciﬁc to you as a user. To view, follow these steps:
1. Click on the envelope icon at the top of the Fortinet Management dashboard.

2. The Alerts screen appears. Use the drop-down boxes to adjust the time period and view.

Features and Permissions
Find out more about the Fortinet Management features and permissions available to each user role.
Fortinet User Help
Fortinet's User Help can be accessed via the Fortinet Management dashboard. See Fortinet User Help for
more information.
Change Your Password
Fortinet Management uses your CloudCreator credentials. To change your password, use the Manage
Users screen in CloudCreator.

Features and Permissions
This table sets out the Fortinet Management features available to each user role.
Function

Read-Only

Author

Admin

Modify

Modify

Modify

View

Modify

Modify

Address / Address Group Objects

View

Modify

Modify

Service / Service Group Objects

View

Modify

Modify

Schedule Objects

View

Modify

Modify

Virtual IPs / IP Pools

View

Modify

Modify

User Objects

View

Modify

Modify

User Groups Objects

View

Modify

Modify

Antivirus Proﬁle

View

View

View

Application Sensor

View

View

View

Data Leak Prevention Sensor

View

View

View

Email Filter Proﬁle

View

View

View

IPS Sensor

View

View

View

Web Filter Proﬁle

View

View

Modify

Local Category

View

View

Modify

Rating Overrides

View

View

Modify

Dashboard
Modify Dashboard Views

Policies
Create, Modify or Delete Firewall Rules

Firewall Basic Objects

User and Device

Security Proﬁles

Advanced Firewall Objects

IPSec VPNS

View

Modify

Static Routing

View

Modify

Interface

View

Backup Conﬁguration

Full

Install Policy (Commit)

Full

Reporting
FortiView

View

View

View

FortiView Application

View

View

View

FortiView Attack

View

View

View

View

View

View

Audit
Audit User Transactions

Fortinet User Help
Fortinet's user help is accessible within the Fortinet Management portal.
Note:
- Not all of the features described in the user help are currently available. These will be included
in future releases of Fortinet Management. See Guide to the User Help below.
- The features you can access may be limited by your Fortinet Management role. See Roles and
Subscriptions to ﬁnd out more.

This section contains the following topics:
Using the Fortinet User Help
Guide to the Fortinet User Help

Using the Fortinet User Help
Follow these steps:
1. From the Fortinet Management Portal, click on the

icon (indicated by the red arrow on the

screenshot below).

2. The Fortiportal Web Interface will open. Use the Contents menu and top right search bar to locate
the topic you need.
Note: Some features may not be available in the current release of Fortiportal. See Guide to the Fortinet
User Help to ﬁnd out more.

Guide to the Fortinet User Help
The table below provides a guide to the features you will see described in each help topic, and which
features are currently available to you in Fortinet Management.
Help Topic

Description

Reset password

Fortinet Management uses your CloudCreator credentials. To change your password, use the
Manage Users screen in CloudCreator.

Change password

Fortinet Management uses your CloudCreator credentials. To change your password, use the
Manage Users screen in CloudCreator.

Alerts

The Alerts screen enables you to view alerts that are speciﬁc to you as a user.

Dashboard

The Dashboard is organised by a set of widgets to display diﬀerent views of the security event logs
and other information.
Note: Some of the widgets can't be added or removed. Or, they may not appear if they are not
available to your role.

View

The View tab displays information about the security event logs. Using action buttons and tabs, you
can apply ﬁlters and controls that allow you to group the event logs in diﬀerent ways, and to drill
down and view the details of a related set of event logs.
Note: Only some of the view options are available. Other view options will be included in future
release, eg. Sandbox View.

Wireless Networks

The Wireless Networks tab displays information about the wireless networks.
Note: This feature will be available in a future release.

Reports

The Reports tab displays a list of available FortiPortal or FortiAnalyzer reports.
Note: This feature will be available in a future release.

Rogue AP

The Rogue AP tab displays a list of rogue access points detected on the network.
Note: This feature will be available in a future release.

User-Additional Resources

Additional resources includes links to additional support. For example, help, chat or Fortinet User
Help's.
• Note: This feature will be available in a future release.

Policy

The Policy tab enables you to view, create and conﬁgure policies.
Note:
• Not every feature is available, depending on what has been provisioned for your tenancy and your
user role. For example, Backup and Restore is only available to the Fortinet Management
Administrator role.
• Some policy tabs will be available in a future release.

Objects

The Objects tab enables you to view, conﬁgure and modify the objects deﬁned in the FortiManager
devices.
Note:
• Not every feature is available, depending on what has been provisioned for your tenancy and your
user role.
• Some functions will be available in a future release.

Other

This tab provides URL links to useful resources.

In this section
This section contains the following help topics:
About Homeland PAYG
Subscribe and Login to Homeland PAYG
Perform vApp/VM Actions
Virtual Datacentre and Storage Tier Speciﬁcations
Sofware Deﬁned Networking
vCloud REST API
vCloud CLI
Container Service Extension
View Available Resources (Administration and Catalogues)
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About Homeland PAYG
Homeland PAYG is a self-service portal for VMware vCloud Director. It provides:
The ability to deploy and manage pay-as-you-go (PAYG) virtual machines (VMs). Ideal for environments
where VM's are regularly powered on and oﬀ, and workloads that need to be kept on near 100% of the
month.
SDN components which enable self service networks and ﬁrewalling.
vCloud API for automation.
PAYG VMs are hosted on multi-tenanted highly available hardware clusters. The hypervisor and underlying
infrastructure are managed by Revera.
In each section of this help content, you may see an an external VMware link (see below). This explains the
feature in more detail.
VMware Reference: vCloud Director Tenant Portal Guide
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-74C
9E10D-9197-43B0-B469-126FFBCB5121.html

In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Provision Virtual Machines with the Online Management Portal
Features of Homeland PAYG Virtual Machines
Virtual Datacentres

Provision Virtual Machines with the Online Management Portal
Use the VMware vCloud Director online management portal to provision and maintain VMs within Virtual
Datacentres (VDCs).
The online management portal is accessible via the Homeland PAYG tile on CloudCreator. Functions can
also be performed by the vCloud REST API. Both will give you the ability to:
Create, copy and update VMs.
Create new VM and OS templates, and deploy VM and OS from predeﬁned templates uploaded via API
or HTML5.
Assign memory, vCPU and disk allocation.
Start, stop and delete VMs.
Access VM's via a console.
Set VM aﬃnity/anti-inﬁnity rules.

Move VMs from one vDC to another.
See Perform vApp/VM Actions for more information.
Virtual Datacentres (vDCs)
When you subscribe to the Homeland PAYG service, you'll be allocated with four virtual datacentres
(vDCs). Within these you can provision and maintain your VM's. Each vDC has:
A diﬀerent memory reservation guarantee for the VMs within it - 20%, 50%, 80% or 100%. Moving a VM
from one vDC to another increases or decreases the guaranteed memory available to that VM.
A maximum of 10TB of storage which can be increased via a Service Request.

Features of Homeland PAYG Virtual Machines
The features of Homeland PAYG VM's include:
Feature

Description

Customisable VM size
(CPU/Memory)

The memory allocated to a VM has a reservation guarantee of either 20%, 50%, 80% or 100%.
A maximum of 128 vGB or 24cPU can be assigned to a VM, with a vGB: vCPU ratio of 2:1 being
maintained.

Multiple storage tiers

VMs can be provisioned with multiple storage tiers - Diamond, Platinum or Gold.
Example: A VM can be provisioned with a 10GB Diamond disk plus another 20GB Platinum disk.
See Virtual Datacentre and Storage Tier Speciﬁcations.

VM templates

Predeﬁned VM and OS templates can be uploaded to your catalogue via the vCloud API or HTML5.

Networking and security

Software deﬁned networking is included via vCloud Networking and Security. This virtualised
networking and security creates eﬃcient, agile and extensible logical constructs to meet the
performance and scale requirements of your virtualised datacentres.
You will need to deploy:
• An Edge Service Gateway to enable self-service management access to an east-west virtual
ﬁrewall, load balancing and VXLAN networks. This provides your vDC with:
⚬ connectivity
⚬ isolation and security
⚬ performance including load balancing
⚬ network services
⚬ resiliency and high availability.
• A boundary ﬁrewall to secure external access to your vDC (north-south traﬃc). Currently this
must be a VDOM ﬁrewall.

OS licensing

Hypervisor and VM guest Windows Server operating system licensing is included within the service
price.
Red Hat or SUSE software subscriptions can be obtained via Revera monthly service provider
subscriptions. Or you can provide your own subscriptions under a valid cloud access agreement.
This must be provided to Revera for reference.
The VM guest operating system will be provisioned from one of Revera's Windows Server VM
templates, or from your own OS template. It must adhere to Revera's support compatability
matrix.

Subscribe and Login to Homeland PAYG
Only users with the Global Admin role can view the screens / perform the functions described
below. See About Roles for more information.

This section is speciﬁc to the vCloud management portal accessible via the Homeland PAYG tile
on CloudCreator.
This section contains the following topics:
Subscribe to Homeland PAYG
Login to Homeland PAYG
Assign User Roles

Subscribe to Homeland PAYG
The table below describes the steps to subscribe and set up a Homeland PAYG subscription:
Step

Action

1

Email the Revera Service Desk to request a subscription.
If you are not already using other Revera services, talk to a Revera Sales Representative.

2

Revera will provide the following prerequisites to enable the networking and security for your virtual datacentres:
• An Edge Service Gateway to enable self-service management access to an east-west virtual ﬁrewall, load balancing and
VXLAN networks. This provides your vDC with:
⚬ connectivity
⚬ isolation and security
⚬ performance including load balancing
⚬ network services
⚬ resiliency and high availability.
• A boundary ﬁrewall to secure external access to your vDC (north-south traﬃc). Currently this must be a VDOM ﬁrewall.
• A CloudCreator login with a Global Admin role.

3

Once your subscription is set up, you need to complete the following tasks:
1. Login to Homeland PAYG via CloudCreator. See Login to Homeland PAYG below.
2. Verify that the subscription to the Homeland PAYG service is enabled in CloudCreator. See Manage Subscriptions.
3. Assign the Homeland PAYG speciﬁc roles in CloudCreator. See Manage Users.

Login to Homeland PAYG
Follow these steps to login:
1. Login to CloudCreator. See About CloudCreator - How to Login if you need help.
Note: To change your password, or assign speciﬁc Homeland PAYG roles, see Manage Users.
2. On the CloudCreator dashboard, click the vCloud PAYG subscription tile.
Tip: Make sure you click on the 'vCloud PAYG' tile, not the 'vCloud' subscription tile.

3. The vCloud Director portal appears. This provides quick access to add vApps from the Catalogue or to
build a new vApp. The right-hand navigation bar allows you to manage, add, and build vApps and
catalogues.
Tip: If you have trouble accessing the vCloud Director portal, check that you are using the latest
version of your browser.

The key links from the vCloud Director portal are listed in the table below.

Link

Description

Preferences

Edit or change preferences by selecting the drop-down menu for each item in the Defaults tab.
The Start page, runtime or storage lease alerts can be changed if required.

Help

Access to:
• Help: The VMWare supplied vCloud Director documentation. Note: Some sections may not be relevant to CloudCreator.
Refer to the CloudCreator online help.
• Feature Request: This option generates an error as the feature request through e-mail is disabled.
• About: Provides information about vCloud Director, e.g. version number, build date, copyright information.

Logout

Enables secure logout from CloudCreator services.

Assign User Roles
Once you have subscribed to Homeland PAYG, you can assign the speciﬁc user roles in CloudCreator. See
Manage Users to ﬁnd out more.
Homeland PAYG access rights are provided at three diﬀerent role levels: Administrator, Author and User.
The table below sets out the roles and their access rights.
Role

Access rights

Administrator

• Monitor vCloud PAYG resources
• View public catalogues
• Create customer catalogues
• Manage or deploy vApps

Author

• View customer catalogues
• Manage or deploy vApps

Server Console Access

• View VM properties

vCloud Director Portal
The vCloud Director portal shows the status of your current built Virtual Datacentres (VDCs) and their
resource utilisation.
Select a VDC to perform an action.
Note: 100% PAYG VDC always contains the Edge Services Gateway.

Perform vApp/VM Actions
VMware Reference: Working with Virtual Machines
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-DF0
C111D-B638-4EC3-B805-CC33994F8D53.html
In this section
This section contains the following topics:
Deploy or Modify vApps/VM's
Snapshot a vApp/VM
Migrate a VM to a Diﬀerent Disk Tier
Migrate a vApp to a Diﬀerent Reservation Pool
Connect ISO Image to a VM

Deploy or Modify vApps/VM's
Note:
The ability to deploy a VMware PAYG vApp or VM is only available to users with the
Administrator or Author role.
Any VMs created in Homeland PAYG will appear in the CloudCreator Virtual Machines tab. See
View Virtual Machine Details (Onshore)

VMware vCloud Director uses the concept of vApps. This is an administrative grouping of VMs that make
up an application’s server infrastructure.
A vApp can contain one or more VMs, which can be conﬁgured to start and stop in a certain order. In
reality, many vApps are likely to contain a single VM.
In the new HTML5 UI - VMs have become ﬁrst class citizens. Creating a VM no longer requires
building out a vApp ﬁrst. You can still deﬁne a vApp if required.

In This Section
This section contains the following help topics.
Create a Virtual Machine From a Catalog Item
Create/Deploy a New Blank vApp
Modify vApp Startup Behaviour
Make a VM or vApp Visible to Other Users
Modify VM Settings

Create a Virtual Machine From a Catalog Item
Virtual Machines can be created either from a template, or as a new VM. Follow these steps:

1. From the vCloud Director portal, within a VCD select New VM.

2. From here you can select to build a new VM From Template or New.
Example - Selecting a new VM from template

Example - Selecting a new VM

3. In the examples above you can select the size and network location of the deployment. If you want to
change the deployment from the default storage policy, select Use custom storage policy.

4. The VM appears as a new tile on the vCloud Director portal. This may take a few minutes, depending
on the size of the vApp.

5. On the vApp tile, select VM tab > Actions. You can Start, Suspend and Stop the vApp by clicking the
icons.

Create/Deploy a New Blank vApp
Follow these steps:
1. From the vCloud Director portal, select the vApps tab, then New VAPP.

2. From here you can build new VMs. From the VDC, add a vApp name and description (optional). Click
Create.

3. If you wish to add additional VMs you can do so under actions on the vAPP.

4. The vApp deployment progress is displayed. This may take a few minutes.

5. On the vApp tile, you can Start, Suspend and Stop the vApp by clicking the icons.

Note: VMs created in Homeland PAYG will appear in the CloudCreator Virtual Machines tab. See
View Virtual Machine Details (Onshore)

Modify vApp Startup Behaviour
Follow these steps:
1. From the vAPP Details tab, select Advanced and Start and Stop Order. This is conﬁgurable.

2. Select an action.

Important: When instructing a VM or vApp to stop, it is highly recommended that the Stop
Action is changed to “Shut Down” instead of the default “Power Oﬀ”. This ensures that a clean
operating system shutdown is performed instead of a hard “Power oﬀ”.

Make a VM or vApp Visible to Other Users
By default, a VM or vApp is only visible to other users with Administrator level privileges. To make them
visible to other users, follow these steps:
1. Set the appropriate permissions in the Sharing tab.
2. Click Add Members then OK.

Modify VM Settings
A vApp or VM's hardware can be modiﬁed in the same way as setting the hardware conﬁguration during

the initial vApp deployment. Depending on the operating system, some or all of the hardware conﬁguration
changes may require the VM to be in a shutdown (power oﬀ) state, or may require a reboot to take eﬀect.
Note: Certain ﬁelds eg. Memory/Disk sizes, provide only a limited list of values in a drop-down list. These
can be overtyped if the required value is not listed.
Follow these steps to modify the VM settings:
1. From the vCloud Director portal, navigate to a VDC and select the Virtual Machines tab in the side
menu.

2. To modify a VMs hardware conﬁguration from the standard conﬁguration in the source template, select
Details.

3. The Virtual Machine details screen displays. Select the the Hardware dropdown. On this screen you
can:
Modify CPU and RAM
Add Disks and NICs to VM's as required, and
Resize Disks.
Note: Various Bus Types can be selected for disks. The dropdown lists for RAM / Disk have limited
options. These can be overtyped if the required value is not listed.

4. By scrolling further down the Virtual Machine Properties screen, to the NIC options, you can:
Add or conﬁgure network and various adapters
Add or conﬁgure IP allocation methods, and
Reset MAC addresses.

5. To reset the VM password, select the Guest OS Customisation tab and follow these steps:
Tick the Enable guest customisation box, and
Set the local administrator password as required, then click OK.
Important: If an imported machine in Homeland PAYG does not have the Enable guest
customisation box ticked, applying this setting can cause issues on the next startup. If it is
unavoidable, remove the tick from Change SID before ticking Enable guest customisation.

6. The Virtual Machines tab will reappear. To start the VM either:
Click on the VM Console to highlight the VM, and click the green Power On button on the VM menu
bar, or
Right-click on the VM Console and select Power On.
Note: It may take a few minutes for the ﬁrst startup to be actioned, due to the VM completing the selected
customisation and hardware changes.

7. The Status column displays information on the VM's progress. You may need to refresh the webpage to
view the completed status. Once complete, a VM Console is displayed for each VM in the vApp.
8. Click the VM console to open a console session. VM console access is only used when network
connectivity is not available, for example during initial conﬁguration or when troubleshooting in certain
circumstances. For normal use a standard RDP session is recommended.

9. The buttons on the top of the console session provide keyboard layout and Ctrl-Alt-Delete functions.

10. Click Send Ctrl+Alt+Del and log on using the administrator password set during deployment. If the
password was auto-generated, this can be checked by opening the VM's properties. This initial deployment
password is visible to anyone with the appropriate permissions to the VM. This password can be changed
to a user deﬁned one within the operating system.

Snapshot a vApp/VM
Before making changes to a vApp or VM, a snapshot or recovery point, can be made.
Tip: Snapshots consume disk space. Ensure that you delete them when they are no longer
required, to make the disk available for other VMs.

In This Section
This section contains the following help topics.
Guidelines for Using Snapshots
Memory and Quiesce States
Snapshot a vApp/VM
Restore a vApp/VM From a Snapshot
Delete a vApp/VM Snapshot

Guidelines for Using Snapshots
Follow these guidelines when using snapshots:
Guideline

Reason

Do not use snapshots as
backups.

The snapshot ﬁle is only a change log of the original virtual disk. It creates a place holder
disk, virtual_machine-00000x-delta.vmdk, to store data changes since the time the snapshot
was created. If the base disks are deleted, the snapshot ﬁles are not suﬃcient to restore a virtual
machine.

Do not use a single
snapshot for more than
24-72 hours.

The snapshot ﬁle continues to grow in size when it is retained for a longer period. This can cause the
snapshot storage location to run out of space and impact system performance.

Delete snapshots when
they are no longer
required.

Snapshots consume disk space. Deleting them allows the disk to be available for other VMs. See
Delete a vApp/VM Snapshot.

Memory and Quiesce States
The following deﬁnitions apply to the memory and quiesce states:
State

Description

Note

Memory

If the <memory> ﬂag is 1 or true, a dump of the internal state of the
VM is included in the snapshot.
Memory snapshots take longer to create, but allow reversion to the VM's
running state when the snapshot was taken. This option is selected by
default. If this option is not selected, and quiescing is not selected (see
below), the snapshot will create ﬁles which are crash-consistent and can
be used to reboot the VM.

When taking a memory snapshot, the
entire state of the VM will be stunned.
For more information, read the VMware
Knowledge Base Article: VM Becomes
Unresponsive or Inactive When Taking a
Snapshot (1013163).

Quiesce

Quiesce: If the <quiesce> ﬂag is 1 or true, and the VM is powered on
when the snapshot is taken,
VMware Tools is used to quiesce the ﬁle system in the VM. Quiescing a
ﬁle system is a process of bringing the on-disk data of a physical or
virtual computer into a state suitable for backups. This process might
include such operations as ﬂushing dirty buﬀers from the operating
system's in-memory cache to disk, or other high-level applicationspeciﬁc tasks.

Quiescing indicates pausing or altering
the state of running processes on a
computer, particularly those that might
modify information stored on disk during
a backup, to guarantee a consistent and
usable backup.
Quiescing is not necessary for memory
snapshots; it is used primarily for
backups.

Snapshot a vApp/VM
Warning: Only one snapshot can be present at a time. If a snapshot already exists, it will be
deleted ﬁrst and then the new snapshot created.
Follow these steps:

1. From the vCloud Director portal, click the My Cloud tab, and select either vApps or VMs.
2. Select a VM, then Actions and Create Snapshot.

3. The Create Snapshot window appears. Click OK.

Note: It may take a few minutes for the snapshot to be created.

Restore a vApp/VM From a Snapshot
Warning: Restoring a vApp/VM from a snapshot will discard ALL changes made since the

snapshot was created.
Follow these steps:
1. From the vCloud Director portal, select VM tab > Actions > Revert to Snapshot.

2. The vApps or VMs with a snapshot will display a

as shown below.

3. To revert to a snapshot (recovery point), right-click on the vApp or VM and select Revert to
Snapshot.
Note: It may take a few minutes for the snapshot to be restored.

Delete a vApp/VM Snapshot
Snapshots consume disk space and should be deleted when they are no longer required.
Follow these steps:
1. From the vCloud Director portal, click the My Cloud tab, and select either vApps or VMs.
2. vApps/VM's with a snapshot will display a tick as shown below.

3. Right-click the vApp or VM and select Remove Snapshot. This will keep the vApp/VM in its current
state and remove the recovery point.
Note: It may take a few minutes for the deletion to be actioned.

Migrate a VM to a Diﬀerent Disk Tier
To change the disk type for a VM, the virtual datacentre (VDC) must be assigned multiple disk tiers. For
example, an 80% reservation pool may have both Tier 1 and Tier 2 disk available.
VM's can be migrated between disk tiers live. Multiple disk tiers can be associated with a single Pool Type.
Steps
Follow these steps to migrate a VM to a diﬀerent disk tier.
1. From the vCloud Director portal, select VM tab > Details.

2. Here you can either:
Change the storage policy under General to move all disks to that particular tier, or
Under Hard Disks select the individual policies you require.

4. Change the Tier as appropriate and click Save. It may take a few minutes for the migration to
complete, depending on disk size.

5. To view the list of recent tasks, click on running / failed summary at the bottom left of your screen.

6. The Recent Tasks list appears showing the details of VM activity.

Migrate a vApp to a Diﬀerent Reservation Pool
Follow these steps to migrate a vApp to a diﬀerent reservation pool.
1. From the vCloud Director VCD portal, click vApps in the side menu.
2. Select Actions > Move to.

3. Select the Virtual Datacentre (new class) and the Storage Proﬁle for each VM, then select OK. To
ﬁnd out more about Storage Tiers, see Virtual Datacentre and Storage Tier Speciﬁcations.

4. During the migration you will see a copy of the vApp being created. It may take a few minutes to move
the vApp, depending on the disk size.

Connect ISO Image to a VM
Note: To mount an ISO image to a VM, the ISO image must exist in the same virtual datacentre
(VDC) as the VM. This may require copies of the same ISO in each VDC, so that it is available
to all VMs in the customer’s environment.
Follow these steps to mount an ISO image to a VM:
1. From the vCloud Director VCD portal, select VM tab > Actions > Insert Media.

2. Select Insert CD/DVD from Catalogue.
3. The Insert CD screen appears. Select from the list.

4. A list of available media is displayed. Select the required media ﬁle and click Insert. This will mount
the ISO image to the VM.

5. When the ISO image is no longer required, unmount it by selecting VM tab > Actions > Eject Media.

Virtual Datacentre and Storage Tier
Speciﬁcations
This section is speciﬁc to Revera's vCloud service via the Homeland PAYG tile on CloudCreator.
This section contains the following topics:
Virtual Datacentre (vDC) Speciﬁcations
Storage Tiers

Virtual Datacentre (vDC) Speciﬁcations
The table below describes the predeﬁned vDC's that are available:
PAYG vGB
Reservations

Unit

Unit Price

Reserved memory equal to...

20% VMs

per vGB/hour powered
on

TBC

20% of its allocated value, with remaining memory available for
bursting but not guaranteed

50% VMs

per vGB/hour powered
on

TBC

50% of its allocated value, with remaining memory available for
bursting but not guaranteed

80% VMs

per vGB/hour powered
on

TBC

80% of its allocated value, with remaining memory available for
bursting but not guaranteed.

100% VMs

per vGB/hour powered
on

TBC

100% of its allocated value, with remaining memory available for
bursting but not guaranteed.

Storage Tiers
The table below describes the storage tiers.
Storage
Tier

Deﬁnition

T0
(Diamond)

Ideal for mission critical, response time sensitive, transactional workloads where sub 2.5ms response time is
demanded. These are normally:
• SQL / SAP / Relational DB
• Exchange
These workloads are typically 90-100% random, with a 90/10 split between read/write.They are also prone to
periods of 100% random writes when DB is refreshed or indexed.

T1
(Platinum)

Ideal for mission critical enterprise applications that require sub 10ms performance. They are tolerant of more
latency for short periods of time.These are:
• Relational DBs, eg.SQL/SAP.
• Exchange
• Data warehouses
• Some App and print servers with high volumes of traﬃc.
These workloads are typically 70/30 random sequential and 70/30 read/write. They tend to be “peaky” and quite
chatty during scheduled maintenance and backup windows. T1 is designed for these peaks.

T2 (Gold)

Ideal for departmental storage services. The response time dictates user experience not application stability.
These are:
• Lower end print servers
• Web servers
• File servers
These workloads are generally under the 70/30 rule above. They are hard to deﬁne due to the broad nature of the
ideal targets.

T3/T4

Archive storage only, where response time isn’t a business critical factor. These workloads are typically
cryogenically cold. They get touched once a month/quarter/6 months/year, depending on the client's archive
regime.
This tier is built on storable capacity not performance. Customers are strongly discouraged from using Tier 3 or 4
for boot devices.

Software Deﬁned Networking
Note: The Edge Services Gateway and Virtual Network services described in this section will be
provisioned by Revera, with users responsible for maintenance.
The "Distributed Firewall" is not available.
Homeland PAYG allows tenants to build out their own networks within their virtual datacentre. There are
two main components to a typical SDN for a tenant:
The virtual networks within the virtual datacentre, and
The perimeter device (ﬁrewall).
VMware Reference:
Managing Organisation VDC Networks
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-B20
8CDD2-5D46-4841-8F3C-BED9E4F27F07.html
Edge Gateway Firewall
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-7F3
F2218-17DC-4B31-B120-8E3DB2C3B2CE.html

In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Virtual Networks
Edge Services Gateway

Virtual Networks
Note: This service will initially be provisioned by Revera, with users responsible for
maintenance.
There are three categories of VMware vCloud Director networks:
External networks
Organisation VDC networks, and
vApp networks.
Additional infrastructure objects such as Edge Gateways and network pools are required by most
categories of networks.
VMware Reference: Managing Organisation VDC Networks
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-B20
8CDD2-5D46-4841-8F3C-BED9E4F27F07.html

In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Roles
vApp Networks
Organisation VDC Networks
Organisation VDC Network Connection
Edge Gateway
External Networks and Network Pools

Roles
The following table sets out the user roles and what they can create or modify.
Role

Able to

System Administrator

Create:
• External networks
• Directly connected organisation VDC network
• Network pool
• Edge Gateway

Organisation Administrator

Create and modify routed and isolated organisation VDC networks.

Users with vApp Author rights

Create and modify a vApp network.

vApp Networks
A vApp network is a logical network that controls how the VMs in a vApp connect to each other and to
organisation VDC networks.
Users specify the vApp network details in an instantiateVAppTemplate or composeVApp request. The
network is created when the vApp is deployed, and deleted when the vApp is undeployed. All non-isolated
VMs in the vApp connect to a vApp network, as speciﬁed in their NetworkConnectionSection elements.
Organisation VDC Networks
An organisation VDC network allows the VMs within it to communicate with each other, and access other
networks. This includes other organisation VDC networks and external networks, either directly or through
an Edge Gateway, that can provide ﬁrewall and NAT services.
The table below describes each type of organisation VDC network. Most do not provide any network
services. Isolated organisation VDC networks can specify a DhcpPoolService, which provides DHCP
addresses from several pools of IP address ranges. All other services, such as NAT, ﬁrewall, and load
balancing, are conﬁgured by a system administrator on the Edge Gateway to which the network connects.
Organisation VDC
Network Type

Description

Direct

Connects directly to an external network. Only a system administrator can create a direct
organisation VDC network.

Routed

Connects to an external network through an Edge Gateway, which is backed by a vShield Edge
device. A routed organisation VDC network also requires the containing VDC to include a network
pool.
After a system administrator has provisioned an organisation VDC with an Edge Gateway, and
associated it with a network pool, the organisation administrator or system administrators can create
routed organisation VDC networks in that VDC.

Isolated

Does not require an Edge Gateway or external network, but does require the containing VDC to be
associated with a network pool.
After a system administrator has created an organisation VDC with a network pool, organisation
administrators or system administrators can create isolated organisation VDC networks in that VDC.

Organisation VDC Network Connection
An organisation VDC network connection provides controlled access to VMs and networks outside of the
organisation VDC, via an Edge Gateway.
System administrators and organisation administrators can conﬁgure network address translation (NAT)
and ﬁrewall settings on the gateway. This makes speciﬁc VM's in the VDC accessible from an external
network.
To create an Org VDC Network, follow these steps:
1. Navigate to the VCD you want the network to reside in.

2. Select Networks tab > New.

3. Choose the type of network - see above. A common deployment will have a routed network (that is
attached to the ESG).

4. Ensure you deﬁne all ﬁelds marked with an asterisk *. Click Save.

Edge Gateway
An Edge Gateway provides a routed connection between an organisation VDC network and an external
network. It can provide any of the services deﬁned in the Gateway Features element of the Edge
Gateway's Conﬁguration. See Services Available via Edge Services Gateway.
External Networks and Network Pools
External networks and network pools are vSphere resources backed by vSphere portgroup, VLAN, or
DVswitch objects. A system administrator must create them, as described in Create an External Network
and Create a Network Pool.
You must supply a reference to an external network when creating an Edge Gateway. When you create an
organisation VDC, you must supply a reference to a network pool if the VDC will contain routed or isolated
networks. See Retrieve a List of External Networks and Network Pools.

Edge Services Gateway
Note: The Edge Services Gateway will be provisioned by Revera, with users responsible for any
conﬁguration. The "Distributed Firewall" is NOT available
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
About Edge Services Gateway
Services Available via Edge Services Gateway

About Edge Services Gateway
An Edge Services Gateway (ESG) provides a routed organisation virtual datacentre network with
connectivity to external networks. It provides services such as load balancing, network address translation,
and a ﬁrewall.
VMware Reference: Edge Gateway Firewall
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-7F3
F2218-17DC-4B31-B120-8E3DB2C3B2CE.html
Within a vCloud tenancy, the ESG will always live within the 100% VDC

Select an Edge to enable Conﬁgure Services.

Services Available via Edge Services Gateway
An Edge Gateway can provide the following services:

Service

Description

Firewall Service

Speciﬁes ﬁrewall rules that, when matched, block or allow incoming or outgoing network traﬃc.
VMware Reference: Firewall Conﬁguration
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-AE7BBB51-E070-4DAE-9BC1-93709BF664F6.html

Gateway Dhcp Service

Provides DHCP services to VM's on the network. A variant of this service, DhcpService, is intended to provide DHCP services in vApp networks.
VMware Reference: Managing Edge Gateway DHCP
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-27E717F2-FDEC-40C7-849A-6FC2A8019019.html

Gateway Ipsec Vpn
Service

Deﬁnes one or more virtual private networks that connect an Edge Gateway to another network in or outside of the cloud.
VMware Reference: Conﬁgure IPsec VPN
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-1B933A00-56CE-4375-8824-6DDEC76A19F8.html
VMware Reference: Conﬁgure L2 VPN
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-46BCD739-5E29-4283-AC8A-32D15AD3A46E.html

Load Balancer Service

Distributes incoming requests across a set of servers.
VMware Reference: About Load Balancing
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-2E6696DB-5F03-411C-A7EA-358E50EBB992.html

Nat Service

Provides network address translation services to computers on the network.
VMware Reference: Add a SNAT or a DNAT Rule
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-1DE460AE-DCCC-4BC8-96AC-52D06A4AFDE3.html

Static Routing Service

Speciﬁes static routes to other networks.
VMware Reference: Add a Static Route
https://docs.vmware.com/en/vCloud-Director/9.5/com.vmware.vcloud.tenantportal.doc/GUID-1C8D8FF7-7C24-4A44-875B-04DB961FB780.html

If the Edge Gateway has been converted to an Advanced Gateway, additional service conﬁguration choices
are available.
Notes:
After you convert an Edge Gateway to an Advanced Gateway, you must use the vCloud
Director Tenant Portal to conﬁgure NSX services on the gateway.
When you right-click the Edge Gateway name and select Edge Gateway Services, vCloud
Director opens the Conﬁgure NSX Edge Gateway Services page in the Tenant Portal.
For information about NSX Edge Gateway Service conﬁguration see the vCloud Director
Tenant Portal Guide.

vCloud REST API
The vCloud REST API is a programing interface which allows administrators and clients to orchestrate
management of the VMware vCloud Director environment.
In This Section
This section contains the following help topics:
Use of Service Accounts
Use of Whitelists
Full Schema Reference on API Calls
REST API Setup and IP Address Conﬁguration
Create an IP Address in a Whitelist
Delete an IP Address in a Whitelist
Reset Service Account Password
Delete a Service Account
Examples of Use
vCloud API Query Service

Use of Service Accounts
Service Accounts are separate CloudCreator accounts that have VMware vCloud Admin access. They have
the following characteristics:
Do not need 2 factor authentication.
Conform to password expiry rules.
Have access to all vCloud VDC’s across the organisation in all datacentres.
Can be used to access the vCloud GUI after login to CloudCreator.

Tip: Passwords cannot be set manually. They are auto-generated.
When Service Account passwords expire, they need to be reset via the CloudCreator “Reset Password”
option. Any applications using these accounts will need to be changed accordingly.
The application will lock out the account after ten failed attempts and remain locked for 30 minutes before
auto-unlocking.
There is no constraint on the number of Service Accounts created so they can be treated as disposable in
the event of account lockouts or forgotten passwords.

Use of Whitelists
Revera only allows access to VDCs via API from whitelisted Public IP addresses. The IP addresses added to
the whitelist need to be the public facing source address of the machine making the API call.
Full Schema Reference on API Calls
The reference information relating to API calls includes:
The most up to date version of the vCloud API documentation: https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/
Current Revera Version API reference:
https://pubs.vmware.com/vcd-55/index.jsp#com.vmware.vcloud.api.reference.doc_55/doc/index.html
PDF Guide with examples:
http://pubs.vmware.com/vcd-55/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vcd_55_api_guide.pdf
REST API Setup and IP Address Conﬁguration
Use these steps to create a Service Account and add IP addresses from which you can connect to the REST
API.
1. In CloudCreator, select Virtual Clouds, then select the required Parent or Child cloud.

2. Select Options, then Manage Subscriptions.

3. The Manage Subscriptions screen appears. Select the Conﬁgure link for vCloud, as shown below.

4. The vCloud Conﬁguration screen appears. Select Create Service Account, then Create to conﬁrm.

5. A Service Account will be created with a pre-populated username and password. The Create Service
Account notiﬁcation will appear (see below). Click OK.
Important: You must copy and paste this password, as it will not be accessible after you close
this window.

6. Once a Service Account is established, it can also be accessed directly from the Options menu via
Manage Resource Pool API Access.

Note: The Service Account may take 10-15 minutes to replicate across all required servers and
become fully available.

Create an IP Address in a Whitelist
Use these steps to add an IP address to the vCloud Whitelist.
1. In CloudCreator, select Virtual Clouds, then select the required Parent or Child cloud.

2. Select Options, then Manage Subscriptions.

3. The Manage Subscriptions screen appears. Select the Conﬁgure link for vCloud, as shown below.

4. The vCloud Conﬁguration screen appears. Scroll down the vCloud Conﬁgure screen, and under IP
Whitelists, click the

next to the required datacentre.

5. Select Manage IP Whitelist in the dropdown window. This window also shows the datacentre URL that
the API calls will be directed towards.

6. The Manage IP Whitelist screen appears. Click Add.

7. Enter an external IP address (see table below). Click Save to apply the changes.

The table and notes below set out the required format for entering IP addresses.
IP Address Types

Format

Single

111.111.111.111
(eg: 111.1.0.40)

Range

111.111.111.111-222
(eg: 111.2.0.40-50)

Group of IP addresses in the CIDR
format

111.111.111.111/xx
(where xx is a number between 24 and 32, eg:
101.20.40.100/28)

Notes:
In all cases the numbers 111 and 222 in the formats above are limited to being between the actual
values 0 and 255 (inclusive).
The following industry-standard 'Private' IPs are not able to be loaded:
0.0.0.0 and 127.0.0.1
10.0.0.0 through to 10.255.255.255
172.16.0.0 through 172.31.255.255
192.168.0.0 through 192.168.255.255
Be careful of accidentally establishing more than one IP Address range that covers the same set of IP
Addresses.

5. Once your Service Account is been created, you can connect to the API endpoint for the selected
Datacentre using the IP address you have added.
Delete an IP Address in a Whitelist
Use these steps to remove an IP address from the vCloud Whitelist.
1. In CloudCreator, click Virtual clouds, then select the required Parent or Child cloud.

2. Click Options and select Manage Resource Poll API Access.

3. The vCloud Conﬁguration screen appears. Scroll down to IP Whitelists and click the
required datacentre.

next to the

4. In the dropdown window, click Manage IP Whitelist.

5. The Manage WhiteList IPs screen appears. Click the

next to the external IP address you wish to

remove.

6. The IP address is removed. Click Save to conﬁrm the deletion or Cancel to restore.
Reset Service Account Password
Use these steps to reset the password for a vCloud Service Account.
1. In CloudCreator click on Virtual Clouds, then select the required Parent or Child cloud.

2. Click Options and select Manage Resource Poll API Access.

3. The vCloud Conﬁguration screen appears. Under Service Accounts click the key icon next to the
required account.

4. Click Reset, then OK to conﬁrm the password reset.

5. The new password displays in the conﬁrmation window. Click Copy password to copy and paste the
password.
Important: You must copy and paste the password, as it will not be accessible after you close
this window.

6. Click OK. Your password has now been changed.

Delete a Service Account
Use these steps to delete a vCloud Service Account.
1. In CloudCreator click on Virtual Clouds, then select the required Parent or Child cloud.

2. Click Options and select Manage Resource Poll API Access.

3. The vCloud Conﬁguration screen appears. Under Service Accounts click the
you wish to delete, as shown below.

next to the account

4. Click Delete to conﬁrm the deletion.

5. The Service Account has now been removed.

vCloud REST API - Examples of Use
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Sources of Key Information
Environment Setup
Examples of Use

Sources of Key Information
The API call is made:
to the address below (labelled URL) speciﬁc to the destination datacentre
quoting the Organisation ID, Service Account Name (and password), and
from an external IP address that is listed on the Whitelist IPs list for that datacentre.
See the highlighted ﬁelds in the screenshot below.

The user name for the initial authentication is in the format serviceaccount@organisation. The vCloud API
will return a token after authentication.
This section contains examples that show how this could be used in a test environment using the Postman
software. Postman is available at https://www.getpostman.com
Environment Setup
The environment setup is shown in the screenshot below. The only required variable is the authToken,
which makes other calls much easier.
For all requests the header ‘Accept:application/*+xml;version=ver’ is required, with ver being the vCloud
version. You can perform a GET on the /api/versions url to get a list of supported API versions and
schemas. API version 1.5 is now deprecated in vCloud version 8.0 and above.

Examples of Use
This section contains the following calls, and expected responses.
Logon Request
Get Admin Overview
Get vCloud Organization Information
Get VDC Information
Get Catalogs
Query Catalog
Deploy vApp
Query Task

Logon Request
This call sends the Authorization / Accept headers to the Sessions page in order to generate the Token.
In this example the url to post to is: https://wpdtestvcapi.cloudcreator.co.nz/api/sessions.

Expected response
The response provides an Authorisation Token in the header that will be required for all further API calls for
this session.

Get Admin Overview

Expected response
The response includes your ORG ID that is required for other API calls. This is a static entry so would not be
required for every API session. A user would usually add this to an Orchestration systems environment
variables.

Get vCloud Organisation Information

Expected Response
This call returns all information for the Organization. Useful for auditing and conﬁrming GUIDs of VDCs,
networks and general settings.
Get VDC Information

Expected Response
This call provides conﬁguration and usage information on the VDC resources. Can be used for any resource
validation checking within orchestration.
Get Catalogs

Expected Response
This returns the catalog information and provides the GUID of the ReveraSharedCatalogue which will be
used to get template information.
Query Catalog

Expected Response

This provides the items with a catalog, used to get the GUID of a template you want to deploy.
Deploy vApp

Expected Response
Conﬁrmation of the vApp build and a corresponding task GUID for capturing the progress of the build in the
orchestration.
Query Task

Expected Response
This call provides details on any task GUID that has been captured from a previous API call. This will
progress the state, any errors and progress. Used for orchestration to conﬁrm request success or failure.

vCloud API Query Service
The vCloud API Query Service provides a quick and eﬃcient way of searching for objects in vCloud
Director. A query string is used to deﬁne what type of object to return. The API will return all objects that
the user has permissions to view.
VMware Reference: About the Schema Reference
https://code.vmware.com/apis/442/vcloud
In This Section
This section includes the following topics:
Types of Queries
Examples of the Query Service

Types of Queries
There are two types of queries available:
Typed Queries
See the vCloud documentation page:

http://pubs.vmware.com/vcd-55/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vcloud.api.doc_55%2FGUID-43DFF30E-3
91F-42DC-87B3-5923ABCEB366.html
Packaged Queries
See the vCloud documentation page:

http://pubs.vmware.com/vcd-55/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vcloud.api.doc_55%2FGUID-9356B99B-E
414-474A-853C-1411692AF84C.html
Examples of the Query Service
The table below sets out examples of the query service.
Query Type

Input

Response

Typed

GET
https://vcdurl/api/query?type=orgVdcStorageProﬁle

• Status 200 OK
• Returns XML representation of all storage proﬁles that
the user has permissions to read. With href details of
GUIDs.

GET
https://vcdurl/api/query?type=vAppTemplate

• Status 200 OK
• Returns XML representation of all vApp Templates that
the user has permissions to read. With href details of the
GUIDs.

Packaged

GET
https://vcdurl/api/vms/query

• Status 200 OK
• Returns XML representation of all VM’s that the user
has permission to read. With href details of GUIDs.

GET
https://vcdurl/api/vAppTemplates/query

• Status 200 OK
• Returns XML representation of all vApp Templates that
the user has permissions to read. With href details of the
GUIDs.

vCloud-CLI
vCD-CLI is a command line interface for VMware vCloud Director. It utilises the vCD API.
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Installation
References

Installation
https://vmware.github.io/vcd-cli/install.html
vCD-CLI requires Python 3. See the sections below for installation on major OS distributions.
Pre-release and source installations are covered at the end of the page, so keep reading to experience life
on the bleeding edge.
Note: The examples use pip3 for installing Python 3 modules to ensure correct results in environments
with mixed Python versions. There are a couple of confusing exceptions related to installing pip itself. In
these cases you must use the name pip.
Ubuntu 16.04
$ sudo apt-get install python3-pip gcc -y
$ pip3 install --user vcd-cli
Windows 10
Follow these steps:
1. Start by installing Python 3 using the latest Windows installer available from
https://www.python.org/downloads/windows/ and ensure that python.exe is in the path.
2. Install vcd-cli and add to the PATH (needed for local installs):
C:UsersAdministrator>pip3 install --user vcd-cli
C:UsersAdministrator>set
PATH=%PATH%;C:UsersAdministratorAppDataRoamingPythonPython36Scripts

References
Reference Type

Location

VMware vCD Cli homepage

https://vmware.github.io/vcd-cli/

vCD CLI Command Reference

https://vmware.github.io/vcd-cli/commands.html
Container Service Extension

Container Service Extension (CSE)
Note: This service is currently a Live Pilot and is not recommended for production environments.
The Container Service Extension (CSE) is an add-on to vCloud Director API that makes it easier to work
with Kubernetes clusters.
This service provides a basic environment for you to 'play and learn' without the complication of cluster
installation and maintenance.
Kubernetes clusters exist within virtual data centres (vDCs) as tenant VMs. They are created via the
vCloud API extension or the Command Line Interface (CLI). The CLI is a downloadable PowerShell module.
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
What is Kubernetes?
Features of the Container Service Extension
How to Use the Container Service Extension
VMware Reference
Support

What is Kubernetes?
Kubernetes is an open-source system for automating deployment, scaling and management of
containerised applications. It groups containers that make up an application into logical units for easy
management and discovery. Kubernetes builds upon 15 years of experience of running production
workloads at Google, combined with best-of-breed ideas and practices from the community.
To ﬁnd out more about Kubernetes clusters, go to https://kubernetes.io/
Features of the Container Service Extension
The Container Service Extension gives you the ability to:
Provision fully functional Kubernetes clusters. The default is 1 Master and 2 Worker nodes per cluster.
Delete/destroy clusters.
Customise the node size (CPU/Mem), post provisioning, subject to the maximum quotas.
Once you become familiar with the Container Service, it can be used for your test or development
environments. The service is currently a Live Pilot and is not recommended for production environments.
These features are not available:

No GUI interface in the vCloud management portal or outside.
No Windows OS support, Linux is supported.
No ability to Auto Scale on demand.
No update of Kubernetes components to a newer version. To do this, you need to destroy and re-build
the Kubernetes cluster(s) after Revera has released newer versions of CSE and associated node
templates

How to Use the Container Service Extension
Information about how to use the container service extension can be found in the following pages:
Installation - you must have vCD CLI installed ﬁrst. See vCD CLI.
Usage
Programming
Reference - Command Syntax
Reference - Release notes

VMware Reference
https://vmware.github.io/container-service-extension/
Support
Once you have deployed the Kubernetes application and OS, Revera will provide support for the underlying
infrastructure,

View Available Resources (Administration and
Catalogues)
This option is only available to vCloud Director users with Administrator status.
There are two types of resources that can be viewed:
Administration
Catalogues
These are described below.
Administration
Use these steps to view the available Administration resources.
1. From the vCloud Director portal, select the Administration tab. In the left-hand navigation bar, select
the dropdown menu for Cloud Resources and select Virtual Datacentres.

2. The Virtual Datacentres screen displays the predeﬁned virtual datacentres that are allocated to the
customer. Click the Monitor button.
Note: A Virtual Datacentre is essentially a class of service.

3. The Monitor information appears, showing the pool of resources allocated to the customer for each
Virtual Datacentre. A blue bar in the Storage column indicates how many allocated resources are
consumed by the customer.

Note: Adding new Virtual Datacentres or increasing available capacity is a service provider task,
performed by Revera. A customer cannot create their own, or modify existing Virtual
Datacentres.

Catalogues
Two types of catalogues exist:
Public Catalogues – a basic library of VM templates and media images provided by Revera.
My Organisation’s Catalogues – a library of VM templates and media images built up by the customer
and made available to their own users. These can be cloned from the Revera provided catalogue and
then modiﬁed, or created from scratch.
Use these steps to view the Public Catalogues:
1. From the vCloud Director portal, select the Catalogues tab.
2. Select Public Catalogues listed on the left navigation bar. The page displays the Revera Shared
Catalogue. This holds the vApp Templates (essentially VM templates) and the Media ﬁles (CD/DVD images)
that are available to customers.

3. Select the vApp Templates tab for machine templates.

Note: Customer administrators can create their own Catalogues and share them with their own users. See
Working with Catalogs for more information.
4. Select the Media & Other tab to display the available ISOs and CD images.

About Silver-lining DR for Homeland PAYG
Silver-lining DR provides disaster recovery replication of Homeland PAYG VMs across your data centres.
The service includes:
A DR environment for Revera vCD to vCD.
Protection for vApps, which can contain single or multiple VMs.
Recovery of whole vApps, with a target recovery point objective (RPO) of 15 minutes.
Note: Modular/granular options are not oﬀered.
In This Section
This section contains the following help topics:
Subscribe to Silver-lining DR for Homeland PAYG
Access the Silver-lining DR Portal for Homeland PAYG
Conﬁgure Virtual Protection Groups
Run a Test Failover
Run a Real Failover

Can't ﬁnd an answer?
Email:

servicedesk@revera.co.nz

Phone:

0800 222 474

Subscribe to Silver-lining DR for Homeland PAYG
You must be subscribed to Homeland PAYG before you can subscribe to Silver-lining DR for
Homeland PAYG. See Subscribe and Login to Homeland PAYG for more information.
In This Section
Before you Begin
Subscribe to Silver-lining DR for Homeland PAYG

Before You Begin
Before subscribing you must have the following prerequisites in place. These vary, depending on whether
you are an ICDR or DRaaS customer:
Service

Prerequisite

Description

In-Cloud Data Recovery
(ICDR)

Subscription to
Homeland PAYG

You must be subscribed to Homeland PAYG. See Subscribe to Silver-lining
DR for Homeland PAYG.

The source and target sites
are within Revera's
datacentres.

Global Admin role

You must hold a Global Admin role in CloudCreator.

Data Recovery as a
Service (DRaas)
The source or target sites are
external
to Revera's datacentres.

All of the above plus:
Bandwidth
capacity

The connectivity between sites must have the bandwidth capacity to
accommodate the amount, size and delta changes of the protected VMs,
and be able to handle the data to be replicated between the sites.

Hardware
capability

VMware VM hardware must be compatible with the destination site, ie.
vCD9.0 will build a VM with v13 hardware by default. This will not work on
a vSphere 5.5 environment. Refer to the VMware compatibility
matrix: https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/2007240.

Subscribe to Silver-lining DR for Homeland PAYG
Only users with the Global Admin role can view the screens / perform the functions described
below. See About Roles for more information.
Follow these steps to subscribe to the Silver-lining DR for Homeland PAYG service:
1. Login to CloudCreator. See About CloudCreator - How to Login if you need help.
2. Click the cloud icon in the left-hand menu

and select the name of your virtual cloud.

3. The Summary screen appears. Click the cog icon

then select Manage Subscriptions.

4. The Manage Subscriptions screen appears showing the Silver-lining DR for vCloud PAYG slider.
Move the slider across to subscribe to the service.

5. The Terms and Conditions screen will appear. Click Subscribe to conﬁrm.
6. A notiﬁcation will appear in the Recent Events panel on the CloudCreator dashboard.
7. A Service Ticket will be initiated to conﬁgure the environment to support the service. These changes can
take up to 3 working days. You will be notiﬁed via email when this is completed.
8. Once you have received notiﬁcation that your environment has been conﬁgured, you must:
Verify that the subscription to the Silver-lining DR for vCloud PAYG service is enabled in CloudCreator.
See Manage Subscriptions, and

Assign the role of Silver-lining DR for vCloud PAYG Administrator in CloudCreator. See Manage Users.
9. You can now access the Silver-lining DR self service portal and conﬁgure Virtual Protection Groups.

Access the Silver-lining DR Portal for Homeland
PAYG
Only users with these roles can view the screens / perform the functions described below:
- Global Admin
- Silver-lining DR for Homeland PAYG Administrator
Once you have subscribed to Silver-lining DR for Homeland PAYG, you can access the self service portal.
Follow these steps:
1. From the Summary Screen of your Virtual Cloud, click on the Virtual Machines tab.

2. The Virtual Machines screen appears, showing your VMs grouped by datacentre. Locate the Homeland
PAYG datacentre you require (either source or target).
The datacentre panel features the following links (highlighted below):
Manage Silver-lining DR to access the self-service portal, and
Manage to access the vCloudDirector portal.

4. Click Manage Silver-lining DR to access the self service portal. As you are already logged
into CloudCreator, there is no need to enter a username and password.
Note: You can access the self service portal via either datacentre. In the rare event of
a datacentre outage, or the underlying storage of the VMs becoming unavailable, you can login to the selfservice portal via the target datacentre to initiate a failover.

5. The Silver-lining DR portal appears. From this screen you can:
Conﬁgure new Virtual Protection Groups to replicate between sites. See Conﬁgure Virtual Protection
Groups.
Initiate a test failover. See Run a Test Failover.
Initiate a real failover. See Run a Real Failover.
View your VPGs and VMs by clicking the tabs at the top left of the console.
Change the view by clicking either General, Performance or Backup at the upper right of the
console.
View the inbound and outbound replication (indicated by arrows in the Direction column).
Search for help by clicking the access icon

at the top right of the console.

Conﬁgure Virtual Protection Groups
Virtual Protection Groups (VPGs) protect vApps in vCloud Director. These need to be conﬁgured to enable
replication between sites.
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
About Virtual Protection Groups
Guidelines for Conﬁguring VPGs
How to Conﬁgure Virtual Protection Groups
Journals

About Virtual Protection Groups
For ease of recovery, vApps (containing VMs) are protected in virtual protection groups (VPGs).
This ensures that:
They are failed across and protected all as one group.
The fail over timing is consistent to the same point in time. This is particularly important if the
applications within the VPG are dependent on each other.
When a VPG is created, a replica of each VM disk in the VPG is created under a Virtual Replication
Appliance (VRA) on the recovery site. These replica virtual disks are populated with the data in the
protected VMs. They synchronise the protected VMs with the recovery site replicas. After the
initial synchronisation, only the writes to disk from the VMs in the protected site are sent to the remote
site. They are stored in journals at the remote site for a speciﬁed period by the VRA. See Journals below.
Once completed, they are promoted to replica virtual disks managed by the VRA.
Guidelines for Conﬁguring VPGs
The following guidelines apply to conﬁguring VPGs:
A VPG must include at least one vApp (containing at least one VM). After creating a VPG, you can add
or remove vApps as required.
In some cases having a single vApp per protection group (VPG) provides more ﬂexibility. Exceptions to
this are where a group of VMs need to be protected in lock step, and should be in the same group.
However, if one machine fails they all need to be recovered.
You can only protect a vApp (containing a VM) in a VPG when the VM has no more than 60 disks.
You can protect a single VM in several VPGs, up to a maximum of three VPGs. VPGs that contain the
same VM cannot be recovered to the same site.

Protecting VMs in several VPGs is enabled only if the protected site, recovery site and
the VRAs installed on these sites, are of version 5.0 and higher.

How to Conﬁgure Virtual Protection Groups
Follow the steps below to conﬁgure a VPG and to add the VMs you want to protect.
Note: It is recommended that you only add one VM at a time and allow replication to complete
before adding more.
1. From the Silver-lining DR self service portal, click New VPG.

2. The Create VPG window appears. Complete the ﬁelds and either:
Click Save and go to Step 4 below, or
Change the default values of the VPG deﬁnition. Select Custom in the Service Proﬁle drop-down ﬁeld,
then click Advanced Conﬁguration.

3. If you have selected Advanced Conﬁguration, the Create VPG wizard will appear. Use the table
below as a guide to complete each screen within the wizard, then click Done.

Use the following table to complete each screen in the Create VPG wizard.
Screen

What to Enter

General

Specify a name to identify the VPG and assign a priority for transferring data from the protected site to the
recovery site when there is limited bandwidth, and more than one VPG is deﬁned on the protected site.
• High Priority: When there are updates to VMs protected in VPGs with diﬀerent priorities, updates from
the VPG with the highest priority are passed over the WAN ﬁrst.
• Medium Priority: Medium priority VPGs will use whatever bandwidth is left after the high priority VPGs have
used it.
• Low Priority: Low priority VPGs will use whatever bandwidth is left after the medium priority VPGs have used
it.
Updates to the protected VMs are always sent across the WAN before synchronisation data, such as during a
bitmap or delta sync. During synchronisation, data from the VPG with the highest priority is passed over the WAN
before data from medium and low priority VPGs.

VMs

• Select the vCD vApps being protected and click the right arrow to add these to the VPG.
• To deﬁne the boot order and boot delay to apply to the VPGs during recovery, select Deﬁne Boot Order.

Replication

• Select the VPG replication settings, such as the recovery site, host and storage, and the VPG SLA.
• You can specify the period between tests in the Test Reminder ﬁeld. See Run a Test Failover to ﬁnd out about
failover testing of VPGs.
• SLA information includes the default journal history settings and how often tests should be performed on
the VPG. The defaults are applied to every VM in the VPG but can be overridden per VM, as required.
• Cloud service providers can group the VPG SLA properties together in a service proﬁle. When a service proﬁle is
used, the VPG SLA settings cannot be modiﬁed unless a custom service proﬁle is available.

Storage

Select the default recovery settings. These are applied to every virtual machine in the VPG.
• Failover/Move Network: The network to use during a failover or move operation in which the
recovered VMs will run.
• Failover Test Network: The network to use when testing the failover of VMs in the recovery site. Revera
recommends using a fenced-out network so as not to impact the production network at this site.

Recovery

Recovery settings include the networks to use for recovered vApps and the scripts that should be run either at
the start or end of a recovery operation.

NIC

Specify the network details to use for the recovered vApps after a real or test failover or migration.

Backup

By default, backup is oﬀ. To specify the backup properties that govern the VPG backup, including the repository
where the backups are saved, toggle OFF to ON and enter the following information:
• Target Repository: The name of the repository where the oﬀsite backups are written.
• Retention Period: The length of time to keep oﬀsite backups, up to a maximum of one year.
• Run Job Every: The date and time to start the backup.
• Retries: Whether to rerun the backup job automatically if the job fails. If you select this option, you must also
deﬁne the number of retries that will be attempted and the time to wait after a job fails before running the
backup job again.
• Post-Backup Script: The information about a script that should run at the end of the recovery process.
Note: You can protect most types of vApps running in a vCenter. However, you cannot protect vApps with
VirtualEthernetCardLegacyNetworkBackingInfo NICs or IDE devices. Protected vApp VMDK descriptor ﬁles should
be default disk geometry settings.
Both the disk geometry and BIOS geometry are written in the descriptor ﬁle under ddb.geometry.sectors and
ddb.geometry.biosSectors respectively. If these values do not each equal 63 then there may be recovery issues
unless you conﬁgure the VPG using pre-seeded volumes.

Summary

Review the summary of the VPG settings.

4. Once you have completed the VPG Wizard screens (described above), the VPG will be created. The
protected vApps are synchronised with the replication vApps at the recovery site. This process may take
some time, depending on the size of the vApps and the bandwidth between the sites. You can see the
status in the VPGs tab or click the VPG link to open a tab speciﬁcally for the VPG.
5. Once synchronized, the vApps in the VPG are fully protected and the delta changes to these vApps are
sent to the recovery site. The VRA on the recovery site includes a complete copy of every vApp in the VPG.

6. To view your protected VMs In CloudCreator, navigate to the Virtual Machines screen. The
protected VMs are indicated by the Silver-lining DR symbol

.

A notiﬁcation of the VPG conﬁguration will appear in the Recent Events panel on
the CloudCreator dashboard.

Journals
Journal retention is chosen by selecting one of the three pre-deﬁned "service proﬁles"
“Revera – 3 Day Journal” – to be set as default
“Revera – 2 Day Journal”
“Revera – 1 Day Journal”
Each proﬁle sets the maximum retention on the VPG. The default service proﬁle is to store journals for 3
days.
Important: There is a charge associated with storing journaling at a recovery site. If a Revera
vCD is the recovery site, this additional space will be charged as per our storage consumption
pricing.

Run a Test Failover
Revera recommends running a regular test failover to check that your disaster recovery protection is
conﬁgured correctly, and the VMs are correctly replicated at the recovery site.
During a test, real time replication doesn't need to be stopped and the production workload is protected.
There are two types of failover tests:
Test failover is a clean shutdown (cleanly completes ﬁnal sync with source) and failover.
Real failover is a non-clean (drop everything, don’t check source) and failover. See Run a Real Failover
Revera also recommends testing all the VPGs being recovered to the same cluster together. For example:
High availability conﬁguration in a cluster includes admission control (to prevent VMs being started if they
violate availability constraints). Testing the failover of every VPG conﬁgured for recovery to this cluster, at
the same time, shows whether the constraints are violated or not.
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
The Test Failover Process
Start a Test Failover
Monitor the Test Failover Status
Stop a Test Failover
View Test Results

The Test Failover Process
The table below describes what happens during a test failover:
Stage

Description

Start the
Test
Failover

Single or multiple VPGs can be tested. The test VMs are:
• Created at the remote site without CD-ROM drives, even if the protected VMs have CD‑ROM drives.
• Use the network speciﬁed for testing in the VPG settings.
• Conﬁgured to the checkpoint speciﬁed for the recovery, and
• Powered on, making them available to the user. If applicable, the boot order deﬁned in the VPG settings is used
to power on the VMs.
Note: By default, test VMs are started with the same IPs as the protected VMs in the protected site. To avoid
clashes, you need to ensure that diﬀerent IPs are assigned to the VMs when they start, by conﬁguring the
VM NIC properties in the VPG. If you have deﬁned the new VMs so that they are assigned diﬀerent IPs, the re-IP
cannot be performed until the new machine is started. Virtual replication changes the machine IPs, and then
reboots these machines, with their new IPs.

During the
Test

The VMs in the VPG are created as test machines in a sandbox. They are powered on for testing using the test
network speciﬁed in the VPG deﬁnition and use the virtual disks managed by the VRA.
All testing is written to scratch volumes. The longer the test period the more scratch volumes are used, until the
maximum size is reached, at which point no more testing can be done. The maximum size of all the scratch
volumes is determined by the journal size hard limit and cannot be changed. The scratch volumes reside on the
storage deﬁned for the journal. Using scratch volumes makes cleaning up the test failover more eﬃcient.
While a test is running:
• The VMs in the VPGs continue to be protected throughout the test.
• You must not delete, clone, migrate to another host or change the disk properties of any of the test VMs.
• You can add checkpoints to the VPGs, and if necessary fail over the VPGs.
• You cannot take a snapshot of a test machine, since the VM volumes are still managed by the VRA and not by
the VM. Using a snapshot of a test machine will create a corrupted VM.
• You cannot move the VPGs being tested.
• You cannot initiate a failover while a test is being initialised or closed.

Stop the
Failover
Test

The test VMs are powered oﬀ and removed from the inventory.

Start a Test Failover
Follow these steps to start a test failover:
1. From your target datacentre, open the Silver-lining DR self service portal. At the bottom right-hand
side of the screen, set the operation to Test and click Failover.

2. The Select VPGs screen appears. Select the VPG name/s to test, then Next. By default, all VPGs are
listed. At the bottom of the screen, the selection details show the amount of data and the total number of
VM's selected. The Direction arrow shows the direction of the process: from the protected site to the peer
recovery site.

3. The Execution Parameters screen appears. By default, the latest checkpoint added to the journal is

displayed. If you want to:
use this checkpoint, click Next and go to Step 7 below.
use one of the checkpoints from the last 3 days, click on the checkpoint that is displayed.

4. The Operations Checkpoints screen appears. Select the Checkpoint you want to fail back to as a
test and click OK. To locate a speciﬁc checkpoint, use the table below.

5. To locate a speciﬁc checkpoint, select from the following options (as shown in the screenshot above).
Filter
option

Description

Latest

The recovery, or clone, is to the latest checkpoint. This ensures that data is crash-consistent for the recovery or
clone. If a checkpoint is added between this point and starting the failover or clone, the later checkpoint is not
used.

Latest
Tagged
Checkpoint

The recovery operation is to the latest checkpoint created manually. Checkpoints added to the VM journals in
the VPG by the Zerto Virtual Manager ensure that data is crash-consistent to this point. If a checkpoint is added
between this point and starting the operation, this later checkpoint is not used.

Select from
all available
checkpoints

By default, this option displays all checkpoints in the system.

Refresh the list.

6. The Execution Parameters screen reappears showing the selected options checkpoint. Click Next.
7. The Failover Test screen appears. The topology shows the number of VPGs and vApps being tested to
failover to each recovery site. In the following example, one VPG will be failed over to the WPD2 site, and
contains 2 vApps.

8. Click Start Failover Test. The test begins an initialisation period, during which the vApps are created
in the target (recovery) site.
Note: Any changes made in production are still able to be made in the target site. You still have the option
to do a live failover which will include any changes up to that point.
9. The Silver-lining DR self service portal shows 'Testing Failover' in the Operation column of
the VPGs being tested, and at the bottom left of the screen.

10. Once the failover test has completed, the vApps will appear in the target site. They are powered on but
isolated from aﬀecting the live workload. It is possible to interact with and make changes to these vApps,
but any changes will be lost when the failover test is completed. When Stop Failover Test is selected, it
deletes the vApps and removes any changes that were made inside the test. See Stop a Failover
Test below.
Source protected vApp during a failover test:

vApp at target site during a failover test:

A notiﬁcation will appear in the Recent Events panel on the CloudCreator dashboard.

Monitor a Test Failover
Follow these steps to monitor a test failover:
1. In the Silver-lining DR self service portal, click the VPGs tab to monitor the status of a failover test.
2. In the General view, the Operation ﬁeld displays 'Testing Failover' and the completion percentage
when a failover test is being performed.

3. Click on the name of a VPG you are testing. A dynamic tab is created displaying the speciﬁc VPG details
including the status of the failover test.

Stop a Test Failover
Follow these steps to stop a test failover:
1. In the Silver-lining DR self service portal, select the VPGs tab, then click the Stop icon

in

the Operation column.

2. The Stop Test screen appears. Use the table below as a guide to complete the ﬁelds, then click Stop.

Field

Description

Result

Specify whether the test succeeded or failed.

Notes

Add a description of the test (optional). For example, you can specify where the external ﬁles are saved which
describe the tests performed. Notes are limited to 255 characters.

3. After stopping a test, the following events occur:

The vApps in the recovery site are powered oﬀ and removed.
The checkpoint that was used for the test has the following tag added to identify the test: 'Tested at
StartDateAndTimeOfTest'. This checkpoint can be used to identify the point in time to use to restore
the VMs in the VPG during a failover.
In vCloud Director, the Testing Recovery vApp will be removed, including the testing VMs inside it. The
original VMs remain untouched and unchanged.
A notiﬁcation will appear in the Recent Events panel on the CloudCreator dashboard.

View Test Results
The date and time of the last test is displayed in a column in the VPGs and VMs tabs.

Run a Real Failover
Following a disaster, use the failover operation to recover protected vApps to the recovery site. A real
failover is the same as a test failover except the protected vApps are replicated back into the production
network (depending on your conﬁguration).
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
The Real Failover Process
Start a Real Failover
Monitor a Real Failover
Commit a Real Failover

The Real Failover Process
The table below describes what happens during a real failover:
Stage

Description

Start the
Real
Failover

When you set up a real failover, you can:
•
Specify a check point to which you want to recover the vApps. The checkpoint is either the last auto-generated
checkpoint, an earlier checkpoint, or a user-deﬁned checkpoint. Zerto Virtual Replication ensures the vApps at the
remote site are recovered to this speciﬁed point-in-time.
•
Check the integrity of the recovered machines by setting a commit policy that enables checking the recovered
machines before committing the failover. If the machines are OK, you can commit the failover. Otherwise, you
can roll back the operation and then repeat the procedure using a diﬀerent checkpoint.

During the
Real
Failover

During a real failover, the following events occur:
•
If the protected site or Zerto Virtual Manager is down, the process continues with the next step.
•
If the protected site or Zerto Virtual Manager is still running, the failover requirements are determined:
•
If the default is requested, doing nothing to the protected vApps, the Failover operation continues with the next
step.
•
If shutting down the protected vApps is requested and the protected vApps do not have VMware Tools or
Microsoft Integration Services available, the Failover operation fails.
•
If forcibly shutting down the protected vApps is requested, the protected vApps are shut down and
the Failover operation continues with the next step.
•
vApps are created at the remote site in the production network and each VM is attached to its relevant virtual
disks, conﬁgured to the checkpoint speciﬁed for the recovery. The VMs are created without CD-ROM drives, even
if the protected VMs had CD-ROM drives. The original protected VMs are not touched as it is assumed the original
protected site is down.
•
VMs are prevented from being moved to other hosts: Setting HA to prevent DRS. This prevents
automatic vMotioning of the aﬀected VMs during the failover.
•
VMs are powered on to make them available to the user. If applicable, the boot order deﬁned in the VPG settings
is used to power on the machines. If the VMs do not power on, the process continues and the VMs must be
manually powered on.

Commit
the Real
Failover

The default is to automatically commit the real failover without testing. However, you can also run basic tests on
the VMs to ensure their validity to the speciﬁed checkpoint. Depending on the commit/rollback policy that you
specify for the failover, the failover is either committed and ﬁnalised, or rolled back and failover aborted.
If the protected site is still available, for example, after a partial disaster, and reverse protection is possible and
speciﬁed for the failover, the protected VMs are powered oﬀ and removed from the inventory. The virtual disks
used by the VMs in the protected site are used for reverse protection. A Delta Sync is performed to make sure
that the two copies, the new target site disks and the original site disks, are consistent. Note: If reverse
protection is not possible, the original protected site VMs are not powered oﬀ and removed.
The data from the journal is promoted to the machines. The machines can be used during the promotion
and Zerto Virtual Replication ensures that the user sees the latest image, even if this image, in part, includes
data from the journal.
Note: VMs cannot be moved to another host during promotion. If the host is rebooted during promotion,
the VRA on the host must be running and communicating with the Zerto Virtual Manager before you can start up
the recovered VMs.

Start a Real Failover
Follow these steps to start a real failover:
Note: If the VM you are protecting is still up and running, select VM shutdown. Then select Force
Shutdown in vCloud Director.
1. From your target datacentre, open the Silver-lining DR self service portal. At the bottom right-hand
side of the screen, set the operation to Live and click Failover.

2. The Select VPGs screen appears. Select the VPG name/s to failover, then Next. By default,
all VPGs are listed. At the bottom of the screen, the selection details show the amount of data and the total
number of VM's selected. The Direction arrow shows the direction of the process: from the protected site
to the peer recovery site.

3. The Execution Parameters screen appears. Before you select a checkpoint for the failover, you can
also set up reverse protection, and edit the failover commit policy. The table below describes how to do
this.

Action

Description

Set up
Reverse
Protection

Reverse protection can be conﬁgured to set up the job up in a waiting state. When the original
source VPG becomes available again, it will use that as the Target and replicate back the other way. This provides
an easy way to migrate back to the original VPG.
Follow these steps:
1. At the top right of the Execution Parameters screen, select Reverse Protect All.

2. The reverse protection symbol

will appear next to each VPG.

Edit the
Failover
Commit
Policy

If a problem still occurs after booting up after a real failover, you can test the vApp to see if the problem still
exists. For example, due to a virus, ransomware or malware. If the problem still exists you can revert back.
Follow these steps:
1. Select the VPG/s you want to edit.
2. At the top right of the Execution Parameters screen, click Edit Selected.

3. The Failover Commit Policy window appears. Use the drop-down menus to select a commit policy and the
default timeout. Click OK.

4. While still on the Execution Parameters screen, select a checkpoint. By default, the latest checkpoint
added to the journal is displayed. If you want to:
use this checkpoint, click Next and go to Step 8 below.
use one of the checkpoints from the last 3 days, click on the checkpoint that is displayed.
5. The Operations Checkpoints screen appears. Select the Checkpoint you want to fail back to as a
test and click OK. To locate a speciﬁc checkpoint, use the table below.

6. To locate a speciﬁc checkpoint, select from the following options (as shown in the screenshot above).
Filter option

Description

Latest

The recovery or clone is to the latest checkpoint. This ensures that data is crash-consistent for the
recovery or clone. If a checkpoint is added between this point and starting the failover or clone, the
later checkpoint is not used.

Latest Tagged
Checkpoint

The recovery operation is to the latest checkpoint created manually. Checkpoints added to the VM
journals in the VPG by the Zerto Virtual Manager ensure that data is crash-consistent to this point. If a
checkpoint is added between this point and starting the operation, this later checkpoint is not used.

Select from all available
checkpoints

By default, this option displays all checkpoints in the system.

Refresh the list.

7. The Execution Parameters screen reappears showing the selected options checkpoint. Click Next.
8. The Failover screen appears. The topology shows the number of VPGs and vApps being failed over to
each recovery site. In the following example, two VPGs will be failed over to the WPD2 site, and contain
4 vApps.

9. Click Start Failover. The failover begins an initialisation period, during which the vApps are created in
the target (recovery) site.
10. The Silver-lining DR self service portal shows 'Failing over - before commit' in the Operation column
of the VPGs being tested, and at the bottom left of the screen.

11. Once the failover has completed, the vApps will appear in the target site.
vApp at the target site during a live failover:

VPG state during a live failover:
Note: By default, this VPG will commit itself after 60 minutes, removing the vApp on the source site.

Monitor a Real Failover
Follow these steps to monitor a failover:
1. In the Silver-lining DR self service portal, click the VPGs tab to monitor the status of the failover.
2. In the General view, the Operation ﬁeld displays 'Failing over - before commit' and the completion
percentage.

3. Click on the name of a VPG you are failing over. A dynamic tab is created displaying the
speciﬁc VPG details including the status of the failover.

Commit a Real Failover
Depending on the commit/rollback policy that you speciﬁed for the failover, the failover will be either
committed and ﬁnalised, or rolled back and failover aborted.
Note: A commit will happen automatically if no user action has been taken in over 120mins.
Follow these steps to commit a real failover:
1. In the Silver-lining DR self service portal, select the VPGs tab, then click the Commit icon

in

the Operation column.

2. After committing a failover, the vApps will be replicated into the recovery site. Login to vCloud PAYG at
the recovery site conﬁrm that the VMs are visible.
A notiﬁcation will appear in the Recent Events panel on the CloudCreator dashboard.

In This Section
This section contains the following help topics:
About Silver-lining Protect
Subscribe to Silver-lining Protect
Access the Admin Console
Enable a Virtual Machine Backup
Disable a Virtual Machine Backup
Restore File Data
Restore SQL Databases
Backup File Data (Files/Folders)
Backup SQL Databases
Supported File Servers and Databases
Can't ﬁnd an answer?
Email:

servicedesk@revera.co.nz

Phone:

0800 222 474

About Silver-lining Protect
The Revera Silver-lining Protect service oﬀers modular backup and restore services. It removes the
administrative headache of managing backup software and hardware, enabling your staﬀ to concentrate
on more important tasks.
CloudCreator allows you to enable or disable the Silver-lining Protect service on your VMware or Azure
Stack virtual machines (VMs). The last 7 days of backup history can also be viewed directly from the VM
context menu within CloudCreator. Further actions can be performed in Silver-lining Protect's Admin
Console, a web-based user interface for administration tasks. The Admin Console provides streamlined
procedures for ad-hoc data protection and recovery tasks. Here, you can perform ﬁle/folder or database
level restores, or run ad-hoc backups of systems. As well as monitoring backup or restore jobs, the reports
available via the dashboard or reports sections provide greater clarity on the level of protection of your
systems.
There are menu items within the Admin Console that are not enabled for use. This is intended behaviour
and any unused menu items may be removed without warning. This will not impact any of the procedures
detailed in this guide.
Features
The features of Silver-lining Protect include:
Enable image level backups on servers
Disable image level backups on servers
File data restores of agent level backups of servers
SQL or Oracle database restores
Ad-hoc backups of servers
Dashboard overview
Reports of backup and restore jobs that have run against your servers

Feature Matrix - CloudCreator Portal & Admin
Console
The following table outlines the functions available within the Silver-lining Protect service and where they
can be performed.
Function

CloudCreator
Portal

Admin Console
Portal

Subscribe to Silver-lining Protect service
Enable image level backup of VMware/Azure Stack VM
Disable image level backup of VMware/Azure Stack VM
Modify image level backup of VMware/Azure Stack VM
View image level protection plan of VM
View last 7 days of image level backup history of VM
Perform ad-hoc backup of VMware VM
Perform image level restore of VMware VM
Perform image level restore of Azure Stack VM
Perform ﬁle restore of agent protected VM
Perform ad-hoc backup of Azure Stack VM
Perform SQL DB restore of agent protected VM
Perform File/SQL ad-hoc backup of an agent protected VM
View backup/restore job reports
View backup metrics (size/last run time/content/exclusions)

Not Available

Subscribe to Silver-lining Protect
Before you can access Silver-lining Protect and the Admin Console, you need to enable your subscription in
CloudCreator.
Note: If you are already using Silver-lining Protect services, you won't need to subscribe to the service
again via CloudCreator.
Steps
Follow these steps to subscribe:
1. From the Summary screen of your virtual cloud, click on Options and Manage Subscriptions.

2. Click the slider button for Silver-lining Protect to enable the Admin Console access. Once enabled, the
slider will turn gray and the Admin Console tile will appear on your CloudCreator dashboard.

Access the Admin Console
Note: Only users with the Global Admin role can access the Admin Console, unless they grant
access to other users. See Manage Users for more information.
Once you have subscribed to Silver-lining Protect, you can access the Admin Console.
Note: If you are already using Silver-lining Protect services, you won't need to subscribe to the service
again via CloudCreator.
Steps
Follow these steps to access the Admin Console:
1. Login to CloudCreator. See About CloudCreator - How to Login if you need help.
2. On the CloudCreator dashboard, click the Silver-lining Protect tile.

3. If you are an All of Government customer and have subscribed to Azure Stack by CloudCreator you
will be able to select either the Admin Console for your Azure Stack VMs, or the Admin Console for all your
other VMs. This can be done via the carousel selection arrows shown below.

3. The Admin Console Dashboard will open in a new tab and if access has been granted, will
automatically login.

Enable a Virtual Machine Backup
Enabling a backup of a virtual machine (VM) on Silver-lining Protect will conﬁgure it to be protected with an
Image Level backup. This is performed via the virtual hypervisor and doesn't require backup agents to be
installed on the server. For this reason, this type of backup is suited for servers without database or email
applications that require application aware protection, or that need to have transaction logs truncated
after a backup.
Steps
Follow these steps to enable a VM backup.
1. From the CloudCreator Dashboard, select your Virtual Cloud, then click the Virtual Machines tab.

2. The Virtual Machines screen appears. This shows the list of virtual machines managed by Revera.
Click the Actions

icon next to the virtual machine to be added to Silver-lining Protect.

3. In the Backup and Recovery menu, click Enable Backup.

4. A slide out menu appears. Use the table below as a guide to select the data protection plan the VM
should be conﬁgured with. Once all options are selected click Enable.
Type

Options

Description

Service Level
This speciﬁes the frequency of the recovery point
objective (RPO) as well as the recovery initiation
time for Revera to respond to a recovery request.

Long Term Retention
Select this if data needs to be kept longer than the
default of 30 days. The last full backup of each
month will be kept for the extended retention
shown. The data is stored on Revera's Vault which is
a highly resilient, object based storage system which
allows for easy access to long term retention data.

Oﬀsite Copy
By default only a single copy of data is kept in one
data centre for 30 days. Select Oﬀsite if a second
copy is required to be kept in an alternative
data centre for 30 days.

Standard

RPO: Once per day
Recovery Initiation: 4 business hours
Retention: Onsite 30 days

Economy

RPO: Once per week
Recovery Initiation: Next business day
Retention: Onsite 30 days

Premium

RPO: Once every 4 hours
Recovery Initiation: 1 business hour
Retention: Onsite 30 days

Vault 90
days

Last full backup retained for 90 days on Revera's Vault.

Vault 1 year

Last full backup retained for 1 year on Revera's Vault.

Vault 7
years

Last full backup retained for 1 year, last full backup of the
year stored for 7 years on Revera's Vault.

Vault 10
years

Last full backup retained for 1 year, last full backup of the
year stored for 10 years on Revera's Vault.

Oﬀsite

Provides a second copy of data stored in a diﬀerent Data
Centre.
Retention: Oﬀsite 30 days.

No Oﬀsite

Only one copy of data is retained for 30 days.

5. Once the backup conﬁguration request has been sent, notiﬁcations will appear in the following places:
At the top of your screen:

In the Recent Events panel on the Dashboard:

Note: It may take up to 20 minutes before other backup options can be enabled.
6. The status of the backup conﬁguration will be shown when you mouse-over Enable Backup.

7. VMs that have been successfully enabled for Silver-lining Protect will show the cloud icon
tip.

and tool-

7. To view the last 7 days of backup history, and the current backup plan assigned to the VM,
select the Actions

icon then click View Backup.

8. The Backup Details screen appears showing the backup history and plan.

Modify a Virtual Machine Backup
Once a virtual machine (VM) is under protection on Silver-lining Protect, you can change the Image Level
backup service plan that the server is conﬁgured with.
Steps
Follow these steps to modify a VM backup.
1. From the CloudCreator dashboard, select your Virtual Cloud, then click the Virtual Machines tab.

2. The Virtual Machines screen appears. This shows the list of VMs managed by Revera. Click the
Actions

icon next to the VM to be added to Silver-lining Protect.

3. In the Backup and Recovery menu, click Modify Backup.

4. A slide-out menu appears. It will be pre-populated with the VM's current service plan. It is not possible to
select Modify until one of these options have been changed to something diﬀerent. Use the table below
as a guide to select the data protection plan the VM should be changed to. Once the options that need
changing have been selected, click Modify.
Type

Options

Description

Service Level
This speciﬁes the frequency of the recovery
point objective (RPO) as well as the recovery
initiation time for Revera to respond to a
recovery request.

Standard

RPO: Once per day
Recovery Initiation: 4 business hours
Retention: Onsite 30 days

Economy

RPO: Once per week
Recovery Initiation: Next business day
Retention: Onsite 30 days

Premium

RPO: Once every 4 hours
Recovery Initiation: 1 business hour
Retention: Onsite 30 days

Long Term Retention
Select this option if data needs to be kept
longer than the default of 30 days. The last full
backup of each month will be kept for the
extended retention shown. The data is stored
on Revera's Vault which is a highly resilient,
object based storage system which allows for
easy access to long term retention data.

Vault 90 days

Last full backup retained for 90 days on Revera's Vault.

Vault 1 year

Last full backup retained for 1 year on Revera's Vault.

Vault 7 years

Last full backup retained for 1 year, last full backup of the
year stored for 7 years on Revera's Vault.

Vault 10 years

Last full backup retained for 1 year, last full backup of the
year stored for 10 years on Revera's Vault.

Oﬀsite Copy
By default only a single copy of data is kept in
one data centre for 30 days. Select Oﬀsite if a
second copy is required to be kept in an
alternative data centre for 30 days.

Oﬀsite

Provides a second copy of data stored in a diﬀerent Data
Centre.
Retention: Oﬀsite 30 days.

No Oﬀsite

Only one copy of data is retained for 30 days.

5. If the plan is changed from one that includes Long Term Retention to a plan that does not, the
following Modify Backup window will be shown.
Review the options carefully and select either Modify Backup to continue or No, retain current backup
settings to cancel the action. Further information about long term retention options are set out in the
table below.

The details of each long term retention option are set out in the following table.
Option

Description

Retain all long
term retention
data

This is the default option. When disabling a backup, the data associated to the VM is retained as per the
retention period conﬁgured. Data will age oﬀ the primary storage within 30 days. Monthly full backups will
age oﬀ each month, and yearly fulls will age oﬀ each year as per the chosen plan.
Ongoing cost: The data on long term retention will be charged for each month for the life of the data.

Delete all long
term retention
data

This option disables the backup on the VM and removes all data stored for long term retention. It will
prevent restoration of data once the data has aged oﬀ the primary storage in 30 days' time.
Ongoing cost: The VM will stop being charged for in the following month's invoice.

6. Once the backup conﬁguration request has been sent, notiﬁcations will appear in the following places:
At the top of your screen:

In the Recent Events panel on the Dashboard:

Note: It may take up to 20 minutes before other backup options can be enabled.
7. To conﬁrm the new service plan simply select the Actions

icon then click View Backup.

8. The Backup Details screen appears showing the backup history and the new plan.

Disable a Virtual Machine Backup
This section describes how to disable an Image Level backup on a virtual machine (VM) when it is
protected on Silver-lining Protect. At this time it is not possible to disable agent based backups on VMs
via CloudCreator.
Steps
Follow these steps:
1. From the CloudCreator Dashboard, select your Virtual Cloud then click on the Virtual Machines tab.

2. The Virtual Machines screen appears. This shows a list of VMs managed by Revera. Click the Actions
icon next to the VM to be removed from protection.

3. In the Backup and Recovery menu, select Disable Backup.

4. The Disable Backup window appears. Review the options carefully and select either Disable Backup
or No, keep backup enabled to cancel the action. Further information about long term retention options
are set out in the table below.

The details of each long term retention option are set out in the following table.
Option

Description

Retain all long
term retention
data

This is the default option. When disabling a backup, the data associated to the VM is retained as per the
retention period conﬁgured. Data will age oﬀ the primary storage within 30 days. Monthly full backups will
age oﬀ each month, and yearly fulls will age oﬀ each year as per the chosen plan.
Ongoing cost: The data on long term retention will be charged for each month for the life of the data.

Delete all long
term retention
data

This option disables the backup on the VM and removes all data stored for long term retention. It will
prevent restoration of data once the data has aged oﬀ the primary storage in 30 days' time.
Ongoing cost: The VM will stop being charged for in the following month's invoice.

5. Once the backup conﬁguration request has been sent, notiﬁcations will appear in the following places:
At the top of your screen:

In the Recent Events panel on the Dashboard:

Note: It may take up to 20 minutes before other backup options can be enabled.
6. The status of the backup conﬁguration will be shown when you mouse-over Disable Backup.

7. VMs that have been successfully disabled for Silver-lining Protect will not display an icon.

Restore File Data
The Admin Console is used to restore ﬁle/folder data from protected servers. It is not possible to restore
entire servers back to a point of time with this console.
Before you begin
To restore ﬁle data, you will need the following information:
Location of the source data.
A time to restore the data from.
A location to restore the data to.

Steps
Follow these steps to restore ﬁle data:
1. Using the left-hand menu, select Solutions - File servers, then Windows or Unix options.

2. The Servers list appears. Click Restore for the server you wish to restore data from.

3. If the server has more than one backup agent installed, you will be prompted to choose which agent to
restore data from (screenshot below). Select the agent from the list provided, then click Select
content. Or, if only one backup agent is installed, this screen will not be shown - go to Step 4 below.

4. The Backup content screen will appear. By default you will be shown the latest backup data, however
you can use the drop-down menu to select:
show backup as of a speciﬁc date if you know which date the data was modiﬁed or lost, or
show backup for a date range from the drop down menu, then select the date and time ranges from
the calendars. This is helpful if you are not sure when the particular ﬁle was modiﬁed or lost.
Note: If you want to restore a deleted ﬁle, it is recommended to select the option Show deleted items at
the top right of the backup content screen.

5. The ﬁles/folders you have selected will appear on the Backup content screen. Navigate to the
location of the ﬁle/folder to be restored by clicking on the driver/folder hyperlinks. Select the ﬁles/folders to
be restored and click Restore.
Caution: DO NOT select the [System State] component (shown in the above
screenshot) when selecting data to restore. This has the potential to impact your production
server if restored in-place.
Contact Revera's Service Desk if you require a full server restore to be performed:
servicedesk@revera.co.nz. Out-of-place restores of the [System State] are supported via
Admin Console without risk to servers.

6. The Restore options screen appears.

7. Use the table below as a guide to complete each ﬁeld, then click Submit.

Note: It is highly recommended that data should be restored to an 'out of place' location that is NOT the
same as the original location of the data. Once the data has been restored and conﬁrmed to be accurate, it
can be moved back to the original location.
Field

What to enter

Destination client

This is a drop-down list of servers associated to your account. Select a server to restore the data to.

Impersonate user
(optional)

This is only required if the destination client is a NAS proxy and the destination path is set to a UNC
path, eg. \servernamesharenamefolder.

Restore to original folder

Check this box if data is to be restored back to the original location. If the data already exists in that
location, it won't be overwritten by default.

Destination path

Click the Browse button to navigate to a location on the server selected in the Destination client
ﬁeld. Click Save.
If restoring data via NAS proxy, you will need to type in the UNC path to the destination, eg.
\servernamesharenamefolder. Browsing will not work.

Overwrite if it already
exists

When this option is selected, any ﬁles or folders with the same name will be overwritten with the
restored data. It is NOT recommended that this option be used, where possible.

8. A pop-up notiﬁcation will appear on the right-hand side of your screen.

9. To view the restore jobs progress, either:
click the View Jobs option in the pop-up notiﬁcation (see screenshot above), or
navigate to the Active Jobs by clicking on Monitoring, then the Jobs menu items on the left. From
this screen you can choose to either Kill (permanently stop) or Suspend (temporarily stop) the backup
job.

10. By default, the Active Jobs screen shows Running Jobs. If the job completes before you get to this
screen, you can:
View more job history by clicking Job History using the menu items at the top right of the Active Jobs
screen.
Can change the time range for which jobs are shown by clicking on the Last 24 Hours (default) dropdown menu, then selecting the time range required.

Restore SQL Databases
Follow these steps to restore an SQL Database
1. Using the left-hand menu select Solutions, then DB Instances.

2. The Instances list will appear. Click Restore for the server you wish to restore data from.

3. The Backup content screen will appear. By default you will be shown the latest backup data, however
you can select to:
Show backup as of a speciﬁc date if you know which date the database was modiﬁed or lost, or
Show backup for a date range from the drop down menu, then select the date and time ranges
from the calendars. This is helpful if it's not known when the particular database was modiﬁed or lost.

4. The Restore Options screen appears.

5. Use the table below as a guide to selecting the restore options, then click Submit.
Option

Description

Destination
client

This is a drop-down list of servers that are associated to your account and have SQL backup agents installed.

Restore to
disk

This option allows you to restore the SQL database to a ﬂat ﬁle (.bak) on the server/location speciﬁed. This is
useful if the database needs to be moved to a server that is not on the Silver-lining Protect service. For example,
a development or staging server.

No other options are required to be completed when using this restore method.
Drop
connections
to database

If you are intending to overwrite an existing database, the Restore job will need full control over the existing
database. The job will fail if there are any existing connections to it. Use this option to allow the Restore job to
drop any existing connections.
Note: This is not required if restoring out of place to a diﬀerent location.

Data ﬁles

You have the ability to rename the Database and/or Logs as well as their associated ﬁle names. The database is
shown by default and the Logs can be selected to the left of the Database name ﬁeld.

6. A pop-up notiﬁcation will appear on the right-hand side of your screen.

7. To view the restore jobs progress, either:
click the View Jobs option in the pop-up notiﬁcation (see screenshot above), or
navigate to the Active Jobs by clicking on Monitoring, then the Jobs menu items on the left. From
this screen you can choose to either Kill (permanently stop) or Suspend (temporarily stop) the backup
job.

8. By default, the Active Jobs screen shows Running Jobs. If the job completes before you get to this
screen, you can view more job history by clicking Job History using the menu items at the top right of
the Active Jobs screen.
You can change the time range for which jobs are shown by clicking on the Last 24 Hours (default) dropdown menu, then selecting the time range required.

Backup File Data (Files/Folders)
Follow these steps to run an ad-hoc backup of ﬁle data:
1. Using the lefthand menu, select Solutions - File servers, then Windows or Unix options.

2. The Servers list will appear. Select Backup for the server you wish to perform the backup of.

3. The Backup screen will appear. If a server has more than one backup agent installed, you will be asked
to select the agent to run the backup against. For ﬁle system backups select default, then click Select.

4. From the Backup options screen select the level of backup to be performed. It is recommended that
an Incremental backup is selected, then click OK.
Note: It is not advisable to run "Full" or "Synthetic full" backups. A recovery point will be performed in a
much more eﬃcient way by selecting "Incremental". Selecting any other options could impact the
scheduled backup operations of the server and will not provide any greater protection.

5. Conﬁrmation of the backup job will be shown with a link to View job details. Either click the View job
details link or click OK.

6. To view the backup job's progress, either:
click the View Job details option in the pop-up notiﬁcation (see screenshot above), or
navigate to the Active Jobs by clicking on Monitoring - Jobs menu items on the left. From this screen
you can choose to either Kill (permanently stop) or Suspend (temporarily stop) the backup job.

Backup SQL Databases
Follow these steps to run an ad-hoc backup of a SQL database:
1. Using the left-hand menu select the Solutions - DB Instances option.

2. The Instances list will appear. Select the instance name you wish to perform the backup of.

3. The Subclients screen will appear. Click the Actions button then select Back up now from the
context menu.

4. From the Backup options screen select the level of backup to be performed then click OK.

5. Conﬁrmation of the backup job will be shown with a link to View job details. Either click the View job
details link or click OK.

6. To view the backup job's progress, either:
click the View Job details option in the pop-up notiﬁcation (see screenshot above), or
navigate to the Active Jobs by clicking on Monitoring - Jobs menu items on the left. From this screen
you can choose to either Kill (permanently stop) or Suspend (temporarily stop) the backup job.

Reporting
This section includes the following topics:
Backup Job Summary Report
Servers Restore Job Summary

Backup Job Summary Report
Follow these steps to run the Backup Job Summary report:
1. Using the left-hand menu select Monitoring - Reports.

2. The Reports list will appear. Select the Backup Job Summary report.
Note: The Servers SLA report is not relevant to the Revera Silver-lining Protect service and will disappear
in a future update.

3. The Backup Job Summary screen appears. Select the CommCell from the drop down list ending in
.backup. Use the table below to select more options to ﬁlter the report to your needs. Click Apply.

Backup Job Summary Filters
Filter Name

Action

CommCell

Select the name of the CommCell that ends in .backup.

Clients

Select speciﬁc client servers to include in the report.

Client Groups

Only one client group will be available, not required to be conﬁgured.

Agents

Select the backup agents to include in the report.

Time Frame

Select either: Last X Hours/Days/Months, OR Custom to specify the exact Start/Finish time of
reporting range.

Job Types

Select the job types to include in the report Full/Incremental/Synthetic Full/Diﬀerential.

Job Status

Include jobs based on their status e.g. Completed/Failed/Killed among others.

Advanced

Not required, used for ﬁltering on speciﬁc administrative job types.

Show Time In TimeZone

Not required, helpful in cases the client server is located in a diﬀerent TimeZone to the CommCell.

Day Start Time

Set the time the day should start for Time Frame ﬁlters on reports. The default is 12:00AM.

Servers Restore Job Summary
Follow these steps to run the Servers Restore Job Summary report:
1. Using the left-hand menu select Monitoring - Reports.

2. The Reports list will appear. Select the Servers Restore Job Summary report.
Note: The Servers SLA report is not relevant to the Revera Silver-lining Protect service and will disappear
in a future update.

3. Select the options shown below to ﬁlter the report to your requirements, then click Apply.
The table below describes each ﬁlter.

Servers Restore Job Summary ﬁlters

Filter Name

Action

Client Groups

Only one client group will be available. Not required to be conﬁgured.

Clients

Select speciﬁc client servers to include in the report.

Time Frame

Select either:
• Last X Hours/Days/Months, or
• Custom to specify the exact Start/Finish time of the reporting range.

Supported File Servers and Databases
This section includes the following topics:
Supported File Servers
Supported Databases

Supported File Servers
The table below provides an overview of the UNIX and Windows File Systems supported features.
UNIX and Windows File Systems
Category

Feature

Ad-Hoc Backup Types

Full

Support

Incremental
Synthetic Full
Restore Destinations

In place, to the server where the backup was performed.
Out of place, to a diﬀerent server to where the backup was performed.
Restore to the original folder.
Restore to a new folder.

Restore Contents

All ﬁles and folders in the backup.
Speciﬁc ﬁles or folders.
System State (out-of-place restores only).

Restore Options

Overwrite the existing contents of a folder or ﬁle.

Supported Databases
The supported databases include Oracle and Microsoft SQL. The features supported are set out in the
following tables.
Oracle Databases
Category

Feature

Content

Database
Log Files
Control File

Support

Backup Types

Full
This restore operation includes the
database, log ﬁles and the control ﬁle
Incremental

Restore Destinations

In place, server where backup was performed.
Out of place, diﬀerent server to where backup was
performed.
Clone

Restore Contents

Full Database
Partial Database
This is a combination of a restore of any of
the following ﬁles:
- Only archive logs
- Oracle control ﬁle
- Individual data ﬁles and tablespaces
- Database archived redo logs

Recover Options

Recover to the current time
Recover to a point in time
Recover to a System Change Number (SCN)

Microsoft SQL Databases
Category

Feature

Content

System database
User database
Transaction logs

Backup Types

Full
Diﬀerential
Transaction logs

Restore Destinations

In place, server where backup was performed.
Out of place, diﬀerent server to where backup was performed.
Flat ﬁle, folder location.
New database
New physical path

Restore Contents

All databases
Individual databases

Support

In This Section
This section contains the following help topics:
About Silver-lining Shield
Subscribe to Silver-lining Shield
Access the Portal
Deploy the Trend Deep Security Agent
Modules Available
FAQs
Additional Help on the Deep Security Platform
Can't ﬁnd an answer?
Email:

servicedesk@revera.co.nz

Phone:

0800 222 474

About Silver-lining Shield
Silver-lining Shield (SLS) is Revera's cloud-based security platform. It protects applications and servers in a
hybrid cloud environment against malware and network based attacks.
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Features
Operating Systems Supported
Recommended Training
How Billing is Calculated

Features
Silver-lining Shield is a centrally managed, integrated and ﬂexible security platform. Based on Trend
Micro’s Deep Security platform it includes:
Feature

Modules

Virtual Patching

Deep Packet Inspection (previously known as Intrusion Prevention)
• Prevents zero-day exploits by maintaining the most up to date protection.
• Virtually patches known unpatched vulnerabilities and protects web applications until code ﬁxes can
be completed.
• Rules updates occur within hours of discovery.
Bi-directional Host Based Firewall
• Prevents network attacks and protects against known vulnerabilities.
• Centrally manages hosts ﬁrewall policies, controlling incoming and outgoing server traﬃc and
maintaining ﬁrewall event logs.

Malware Prevention

Anti-Malware
• Prevents known malicious software and targeted attacks, such as malware, spyware and trojans.
• Protects from sophisticated host attacks using advanced machine learning technology to correlate
threat information.
Web Reputation
• Integrates with global threat intelligence for web reputation capabilities to strengthen protection for
servers.

Multi-Platform Coverage

• Covers both Windows and Linux operating systems.
• Supports over 650 kernels, with a 4-6 day SLA on new kernel support.

Operating Systems Supported
The operating systems which are currently supported are listed below. Please check the Trend Help Centre
as these are regularly updated.
Debian 7, 8, 9
OEL 6, 7
RHEL 6, 7

SLED 11, 12
Ubuntu 16, 18
Microsoft Windows
Amazon Linux

Recommended Training
Silver-lining Shield Administrators should be familiar with Trend Micro's Deep Security, which is the
underlying engine for our service.
If training is required, Revera recommends any Trend authorised training centre, such as Ingram Micro or
Auldhouse.
How Billing is Calculated
The billing for Silver-lining Shield is calculated as follows:
Per agent used within a billing period and/or
a unit price is applied when an agent is installed on a device and has either the FW and/or the DPI
module enabled.
a unit price is applied when an agent is installed on a device and has either the AM and/or the
WRS module enabled.
Agents that have been active in a billing period but are disabled by the end of the period will still be
billed.

Subscribe to Silver-lining Shield
Note:
- Only users with the Global Security Admin (GSA) role can subscribe themselves and/or other
users to security related services.
- If you are a GSA and also require access to this service, you will need a
separate CloudCreator account to enable this.
- Global Admins cannot enable subscriptions of security related services. See About Roles for
more information.
Before you can access Silver-lining Shield and the Portal, you need to:
Enable Your Subscription in CloudCreator, and
Assign the Silver-lining Shield Roles
Note: If you are already using Silver-lining Shield services, you won't need to subscribe to the service
again via CloudCreator.
Enable Your Subscription CloudCreator
Follow these steps to subscribe:
1. From the Summary screen of your virtual cloud, click on Options and Manage Subscriptions.

2. The Manage Subscriptions screen will appear. In the Global Security Admin section, click
the slider button for Silver-lining Shield to enable Portal access.

4. The Subscribe to Silver-lining Shield window appears. Conﬁrm that you accept the Terms and
Conditions and click Subscribe.
Notes:
Subscribing to this service will automatically initiate a service request for the Revera Operations Team
to provision a Silver-lining Shield tenancy for your organisation.
It may take up to 3 business days for your Silver-lining Shield portal access to be enabled.
You will receive an email conﬁrming that your subscription has been enabled.
5. You can view your service request notiﬁcation in the Recent Events panel, on the CloudCreator
dashboard.

6. Once your subscription is enabled, you need to assign the Silver-lining Shield roles as described in the
section below.
Assign the Silver-lining Shield Roles
As a Global Security Admin, you need to assign users to the appropriate Silver-lining Shield roles:
Silver-lining Shield Administrator, or
Silver-lining Shield Users.
These users will then be able to login to CloudCreator and view the Silver-lining Shield tile. This provides
access to Silver-lining Shield portal where they can start utilising the platform.
Note: As a Global Security Admin you are unable to assign the Silver-lining Shield roles to yourself. If you
need to access the portal, please create a normal CloudCreator account and assign a Silver-lining Shield
role to yourself.

See: Manage Users and About Cloud User Support Roles - Subscription Speciﬁc.

Access the Portal
Note: Only users with the following roles can access the Silver-lining Shield Portal. See Manage
Users for more information.
- Silver-lining Shield Administrator
- Silver-lining Shield User
Once you have subscribed, you can access the Silver-lining Shield Portal and deploy the Trend Deep
Security Agent.
Note: If you are already using the Silver-lining Shield services, you won't need to subscribe to the service
again via CloudCreator.
Access the Portal
1. Login to CloudCreator. See About CloudCreator - How to Login if you need help.
2. On the CloudCreator dashboard, click on the Silver-lining Shield tile.

3. The portal dashboard will appear.

4. Here you can:
Click the tabs to conﬁgure the Portal to suit your needs, eg. Alerts, Events & Reports, Computers,
Policies, etc. To ﬁnd out more, visit the Trend Micro Deep Security Online Help Centre.
Deploy the Trend Deep Security Agent on your server.

Deploy the Trend Deep Security Agent
Follow the steps in the sections below to deploy the Trend Deep Security Agent on your server.
Note: There are two ways to deploy - either with MSI ﬁle or PowerShell Script. Revera strongly
recommends using PowerShell Script.
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Check Your Network Ports
Generate a Deployment Script from the Tenant
Export the MSI Installation File
Find Your Tenant ID
Get Help with Trend Micro

Check Your Network Ports
To consume the Silver-lining Shield service, check that your agents can telnet to the following URLs on the
following network ports.
URL

Network Port

shield.cloudcreator.co.nz

443 TCP
4118 TCP
4120 TCP
4122 TCP

cloudcrator.co.nz

80 TCP
443 TCP

For example, telnet shield.cloudcreator.co.nz 443

Generate a Deployment Script From the Tenant
Follow the steps below to generate a deployment script using the Deep Security wizard.
1. From the Trend Portal, select Administration > Tenants.
2. Select a Tenant Name (eg. gavintesttrend) and click Sign in As Tenant > OK.

3. The Tenant portal will appear. Go to Administration > Updates > Software > Local.

4. Select the Agent you wish to install (eg. Agent-Windows-11.2.-xxxxx.zip).
5. Click Generate Deployment Scripts.
6. The Deployment Scripts screen will appear.

Use the table below to complete the ﬁelds:

Field

What to select

Platform

The Agent to which you are deploying the software.

Security Policy

The policy you want to use.

Computer Group

Use the default group if you have only one group.

Relay Group

Choose the Primary Tenant Relay Group.

7. Click Save to Files.
8. Copy the ﬁle and run on your server using PowerShell as Administrator Right.

9. Once the installation is complete, you will see the Agent registered on the Deep Security Manager
page.

Export the MSI Installation File
Once you have generated a deployment script, follow the steps below to export the MSI Installation ﬁle.
1. From the Trend portal, select Administration > Tenants.
2. Choose Tenant Name (eg. gavintesttrend) and click Sign in As Tenant > OK.

3. The Tenant Portal will appear. Go to Administration > Updates > Software > Local.
4. Select the Agent you wish to install. Then select Export > Export Installer (MISI) or Export
Package (zip ﬁle).

5. Click Save.
6. Copy the installation ﬁle to the server you want to install.
7. Execute the MSI.
8. Either:
(a) Add the computer manually by entering the Agent's hostname.

OR
(b) Run the following register command on: C:Program FilesTrend MicroDeep Security Agent>
Dsa_control.exe /a dsm://<host or ip>:4120 /TenantID:xxxxxxx token:xxxxxxx
Find Your Tenant ID
Once you have exported the MSI Installation ﬁle, follow the steps below to ﬁnd your Tenant ID.
1. Go to Administration > Updates > Software > Local > Generate Deployment Scripts

2. The Deployment Scripts will appear. Scroll down the script window to locate your Tenant ID.

Get Help With Trend Micro
To ﬁnd out more about using Deep Security and other Trend Micro features, visit the Trend Micro Deep
Security Online Help Centre.

Modules Available
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Default Modules
Additional Trend Deep Security Modules

Default Modules
Once you have subscribed to Silver-lining Shield, the following Trend modules are available by default.
Note: You will only be billed per agent actually used (enabled) within a billing period. See How Billing is
Calculated.
Default Modules

Trend Modules

Virtual Patching

• Deep Packet Inspection
(previously known as Intrusion Prevention)
• Firewall

Malware Prevention

• Anti-Malware
• Web Reputation

Additional Trend Deep Security Modules
Additional Trend modules are not currently available for subscription.

FAQs
Use the table below to ﬁnd answers to frequently asked questions.
Question

Answer

Trend Features - How can I ﬁnd out more
about how to use the features of Trend?

See Additional Help on the Deep Security Platform.

Modules - What Trend modules are
included as part of the Silver-lining Shield
service?

See Modules Available.

Modules - Can I enable Trend modules
other than those available by default?

Other Trend modules are not currently available for subscription. See Modules
Available.

Modules - Can I remove a Trend module
we no longer use?

You only pay for the agents you have deployed. If you don't require a module,
don't enable the rules for that module.

Installing Agents - When installing agents
using MSI, it does not appear automatically.
How do I add agents manually?

This is an expected scenario when using the MSI Installer package on Windows.
The recommended agent deployment method is to use deployment scripts for
installing agents. These contain the default policy and tenant details required for
this registration step.
Follow these steps:
1. From the Trend Portal go to Administration > Software > Local and
click Generate Deployment Scripts.
2. Select the Operating System, Security Policy and Computer Group to
create a script to automatically install and register agents to the correct policy
and tenant.
3. Although not the recommended approach, the agent can be manually added to
the tenant through the Portal after installation. Go to Computers and select Add
Computer.

Installing Agents - My agent has installed
but isn't updating. It appears red in the
Portal dashboard.

Check the policy being used by the computer and ensure that the communication
in the settings is set to:
Agent/Appliance Initiated Policies, <Choose policy>, Details, Settings,
General, Communication Direction.

Operating Systems - Which operating
systems are supported?

See Operating Systems Supported

Network Ports - What network ports do I
need open from my agents to consume
the service?

See Check Your Network Ports

Notiﬁcations - How can I change where I
receive event notiﬁcations and alerts?

You can receive event notiﬁcations and alerts at a nominated email address. Log a
request with the Revera Service Desk. Your request will need to be approved by
your Global Security Administrator.

Billing - Why is the number of agents billed
greater than the number of active agents
that Trend is installed on?

See How Billing is Calculated

Users - How can I enable more users to
administer the Silver-lining Shield service
for my organisation?

Ask your Global Admin to add new users with the role of Silver-lining Shield
Administrator or User. This can be done in the Manage Users menu of
CloudCreator. See Manage Users and About Roles to ﬁnd out more.

Permissions - Why can't I make changes
to my organisation's policy?

Request your Global Admin to change your role from Silver-lining Shield User to
Administrator.

Training - How can we get more training
on the service?

See Recommended Training

Additional Help on the Deep Security Platform
To ﬁnd out more about using Deep Security and other Trend Micro features, follow the links below:
Trend Micro Deep Security Online Help Centre
About Deep Security Anti-Malware

vCloud
In This Section
This section contains the following help topics
About vCloud
Log in to vCloud
View Available Resources (Administration and Catalogues)
Prerequisites for New VM Templates
Deploy or Modify vApps/VMs
Snapshot vApp/VMs
Migrate to a Diﬀerent Disk Tier
Migrate to a Diﬀerent Pool
Connect ISO to VM
Change your vCloud Landing Page
vCloud REST API

Can't ﬁnd an answer?
Email:

servicedesk@revera.co.nz

Phone:

0800 222 474

About vCloud
Note: Some of the functions described in this section are not available to non-Administrator level
users.
vCloud customers use CloudCreator to deploy and manage their self-service Virtual Machines (VMs). This
section provides information on the key facilities available.
Access rights are provided to customers at three diﬀerent levels. The rights are described in the table
below.
Role

Access rights

Administrator

• Monitor vCloud resources
• View public catalogues
• Create customer catalogues
• Manage or deploy vApps

Author

• View customer catalogues
• Manage or deploy vApps

Server Console Access

• Console access to VMs
• View VM properties

Log in to vCloud
Note: You will not be able to see the vCloud tile on your dashboard if you are not subscribed to
the vCloud service. Contact your Revera Client Engagement Manager to add this subscription.
Use the steps below to log in to vCloud.
1. On the CloudCreator dashboard, click the vCloud subscription tile.

2. The vCloud login screen appears. Enter your username and password, then click Login. (Note: use
your CloudCreator username and password.)

3. The vCloud portal appears. The portal provides quick access to add vApps from the Catalogue or to
build a new vApp. The right navigation bar of the Homepage also allows you to manage, add, and build
vApps and catalogues. Some key links in the portal are set out in the table below.
Note: Passwords are changed via Manage Users in CloudCreator, not the vCloud portal.

Link

What it does…

Preferences

Allows you to edit or change preferences by selecting the drop-down menu for each item in the Defaults tab.
The Start page, runtime or storage lease alerts can be changed if required.

Help

• Help: Opens the VMware supplied vCloud documentation. Some sections may not be relevant. Refer to the CloudCreator
help for more information.
• Feature Request: Generates an error as the feature request through e-mail is disabled.
• About: Provides information about VMware vCloud Director, eg. version number, build date, copyright information

Logout

Enables secure logout from CloudCreator.

View Available Resources (Administration and
Catalogues)
Note: This option is only available to vCloud Administrators.
This section contains the following topics:
Administration
Catalogues

Administration
Follow these steps to view Administration resources.
1. From the vCloud portal, select the Administration tab. On the left navigation bar, select the dropdown
menu for Cloud Resources and select Virtual Datacentres.
2. Click Manage to view the predeﬁned virtual datacentres. A virtual datacentre is essentially a class of
service.
Note: Only Revera can add new virtual datacentres, or increase their available capacity.

3. Click Monitor to view the allocated pool of resources for each Virtual Datacentre. A blue bar chart line
indicates the number of allocated resources being consumed.

Catalogues
Two types of catalogues exist:
Public Catalogues – a basic library of VM templates and media images provided by Revera.
My Organisation’s Catalogues – a library of your VM templates and media images available to your
users. These can be cloned from the Revera catalogue and then modiﬁed, or created from scratch. See
Create a VM Template.
Note: Administrators can create their own Catalogues and share them with their own users. See Creating
a Customer Catalogue for more information.
Follow these steps to view catalogues:
1. Select the Catalogues tab.
2. Select Public Catalogues in the left-hand navigation bar. This view shows the Revera Shared
Catalogue which holds the available vApp templates (essentially VM templates) and media ﬁles (CD/DVD
images).

3. Select vApp Templates to view the machine templates.

4. Select My Organisation's Catalogs, then Media & Other to view the available ISOs and CD images.

Prerequisites for New VM Templates
New VM templates can be either:
cloned from the Revera provided catalogue 'Public Catalogue' and then modiﬁed, or
created from scratch and imported by Revera into your catalogue 'My Organisation's Catalogues'. See
Catalogues to ﬁnd out more.

Prerequisites
To ensure that templates are easy to import, Revera recommends that all templates are created with:
HW-10
Esxi-5.5
HASH encryption SH1
Once you have created a template, Revera will import and make it available in your
organisation's catalogue.

Deploy or Modify vApps/VMs
The ability to deploy a vApp or VM is only available to Administrator and Author level users.
vCloud uses the concept of vApps. This is an administrative grouping of VMs that make up an application’s
server infrastructure.
A vApp can contain one or more VMs, which can be conﬁgured to start and stop in a certain order. In
reality, many vApps are likely to contain a single VM.
In This Section
This section contains the following help topics:
Create a vApp from a Catalogue Item
Create/Deploy a New Blank vApp
Modify vApp Startup Behaviour
Modify vApp Settings

Create a vApp From a Catalogue Item
vApps can be created from catalogue items in two ways. Either:
a. From the vCloud Homepage. Select Add vApp from Catalog

OR:
b. From the My Cloud tab. Click the plus icon

to Add vApp from Catalog.

Follow these steps to create a vApp:
1. From the Add vApp from Catalogue screen, select Public Catalogues from the Look in dropdown
list. Click All Templates, then Next.

2. The Select Name and Location screen appears. In the Name ﬁeld, add a vApp name, then select a
resource pool from the Virtual Datcentre dropdown list. Click Next.

3. The Conﬁgure Resources screen appears. If required, the VM name can be changed here. Select the
storage tier from the Storage Policy dropdown list, then click Next.

4. The Conﬁgure Networking screen appears. In the Computer Name ﬁeld, enter the machine OS
name, then select the VDC network. Click Next.
Note: If you wish to conﬁgure IP allocation methods, click the checkbox highlighted below.

5. The Customise Hardware screen appears. Conﬁgure the CPU sockets and cores, Memory and Hard
Disks. Then click Next.

6. The Ready to Complete screen appears. Check the conﬁguration and click Finish to conﬁrm.
Note: If you wish to have the vApp power on after completion, click the checkbox highlighted below.

Create/Deploy a New Blank vApp
New blank vApps can be created in two ways. Either:
a. From the vCloud Homepage. Select Build New vApp.

OR
b. From the My Cloud tab. Click Build New vApp

Follow these steps to create/deploy a new blank vApp:

1. In the Name ﬁeld, type the name of the vApp and description (optional), then select Next.
Note: Runtime and storage leases can be set to an expiry date, however it is recommended that these are
set to the default of “Never Expires” to avoid unplanned VM shutdown or deletion.
2. Change the Look in dropdown list to My organisation’s catalogues, then highlight the required VM
template. Select Add for each VM required in the vApp and then click Next.
3. Select the appropriate vDC (Virtual Datacentre) (i.e. the class of service required for this vApp.)
4. For each VM, enter the following information, then click Next.
VM name: a friendly name for the vCloud management portal.
Storage Proﬁle: select the class of disk required from those available in this VDC.
5. For each VM:
Enter the Computer Name: the name that will be assigned at the operating system level.
Connect the NIC to the appropriate network.
Set IP assignment to “Static – Manual” and enter the IP address.
Click Next.
6. There will be no changes to make on the Conﬁgure Network screen. Click Next.
7. Review the details, then click Finish. The vApp deployment progress is displayed.
Modify vApp Startup Behaviour
Follow these steps:
1. Navigate to the My Cloud tab, and select Modify Startup vApps.
Note: This may take a few minutes to complete, depending on the size of the vApp.
2. After deployment is complete, right-click on the vApp name, and select Properties from the dropdown menu.

3. The vApp Properties screen appears.

4. Select the Starting and Stopping VMs tab. Here you can set the startup or shutdown order, delays
and start or stop action as required.

Important: It is HIGHLY recommended that the Stop Action should be changed to “Shutdown”
instead of the default “Power Oﬀ”. This ensures that when a VM or vApp is instructed to stop, a
clean operating system shutdown is performed instead of a hard “Power oﬀ”.
5. Select the Sharing tab. If you want the VM / vApp to be visible to other users, set the appropriate
permissions in the Sharing tab. Click OK.
Note: By default a vApp is only visible users with the Administrator role.

Modify VM settings
A vApp or VM's hardware can be modiﬁed in the same way as setting the hardware conﬁguration during
the initial vApp deployment. Depending on the operating system, some or all of the hardware conﬁguration
changes may require the VM to be in a shutdown (power oﬀ) state or may require a reboot to take eﬀect.
Note: Certain ﬁelds eg. Memory / Disk sizes provide only a limited list of values in a drop-down list.
However, these ﬁgures can be overtyped if the value required is not listed.
Follow these steps to modify VM settings:
1. Double click on a vApp name, then select the Virtual Machines tab to view details of each VM in the
vApp.
2. To modify a VM’s hardware conﬁguration from the standard conﬁguration in the source template, rightclick on the VM and select Properties.
3. The Virtual Machine Properties screen displays. Select the Hardware tab.

4. Here you can:
Modify CPU and RAM.
Add disks and NICs to VMs as required.
Resize disks.
Note:
The dropdown lists for RAM / Disk have limited options but other values can be typed into the size ﬁeld.
Various Bus Types can be selected for disks.
Network and various adapters can be added or conﬁgured for network adapters
IP allocation methods and MAC addresses can be reset.

5. Select the Guest OS Customisation tab. Set the local administrator password as required, select OK.
Note: The Enable guest customisation box (highlighted below) must be ticked if you need to change

the password.

Important: If an imported machine in vCloud does not have the Enable guest customistion
box ticked, applying this setting can cause issues on the next startup. If it is unavoidable,
remove the tick from Change SID before ticking Enable guest customization.

6. To start the vApp either click Start on the vApp menu bar, or right-click and select Start.
Note: The ﬁrst startup takes some time as the VM is completing the selected customisation and hardware
changes.
7. Select the VM for more information on progress.
Note: You may need to refresh the webpage to view the completed status. Once complete, the VM
Console is displayed for each VM in the vApp.
8. Click the VM console to open a console session.
Note: VM console access is only used when network connectivity is not available, eg. during initial
conﬁguration or when troubleshooting in certain circumstances. For normal use a standard RDP session is
recommended.
9. The buttons on the top right of the console session provide power control / screen sizing / Send Ctrl-AltDelete functions.

10. Click Send Ctrl+Alt+Del and log on using the administrator password set during deployment. If the
password was auto-generated, this can be checked by opening the VM’s properties. This initial deployment
password is visible to anyone with the appropriate permissions to the VM. This password can be changed
to a user deﬁned one within the operating system.

Migrate to a Diﬀerent Disk Tier
To change the disk type for a VM, the virtual datacenter must be assigned multiple disk tiers. For example,
an 80% reservation pool may have both Tier 1 and Tier 2 disk available.
VMs can be migrated between disk tiers live. Multiple disk tiers can be associated with a single Pool Type.
Follow these these steps to migrate to a diﬀerent disk tier.

1. Open the VM properties.
2. On the General Tab, scroll down and expand the Storage Policy dropdown list, as shown below.

3. Change the Tier as appropriate and click OK.
4. Migration may take a while depending on disk size. View the Recent Tasks list by clicking on the
running / failed summary at the bottom left.

Migrate to a Diﬀerent Pool
Follow these steps to change the reservation pool.

1. Click the My Cloud tab, and select vApps.
2. Shut down the vApp. To do so, right-click the vApp and select Stop.
Note: if the vApp properties have not been modiﬁed to trigger a shutdown, then this action will
cause a power oﬀ of the VMs. In this case, manually shut down each VM cleanly.
3. When shut down, right-select the vApp and select Move to.
4. Select the new class (virtual datacentre) and the storage proﬁle for each VM, then select OK.

5. During the migration you will see a copy of the vApp being created.

Note: It may take a while to move the vApp, depending on the disk size.

Connect ISO to VM
Note: Before you can mount an ISO image to a VM, the ISO image must exist in the same virtual
datacentre (VDC) as the VM. This may require copies of the same ISO in each VDC to make the
ISO image available to all VMs in the customer’s environment.
Follow these steps to connect ISO images to a VM.
1. To mount an ISO image to a VM, select the VM, then select the Insert CD / DVD from Catalogue
button.

2. The Insert CD screen appears with a list of available media.

3. Select the required media ﬁle and click Insert. This will then mount the ISO image to the VM.
4. When no longer required, you can unmount the ISO image by selecting the VM and then selecting Eject
CD/DVD from the right-click menu.

Change the Default vCloud Landing Page
You can change the default landing page for your vCloud. This is the page that will display ﬁrst every time
you open vCloud.
Follow these steps to change your default landing page.
1. From the home page, click Preferences at the top right hand side of your screen.

2. On the Edit User Preferences screen click the Start page dropdown menu and select the page you
wish to display ﬁrst when you open vCloud.

3. Click OK. The page you selected will display as the default when you open vCloud.

Snapshot vApp/VMs
A snapshot (recovery point) can be made for a vApp or VM. Typically this would be done prior to making
changes.
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Guidelines for Using Snapshots
Memory and Quiesce States
Snapshot a vApp/VM
Restore vApp/VM From a Snapshot
Delete a vApp/VM Snapshot

Guidelines for Using Snapshots
Follow these guidelines when using snapshots:
Guideline

Reason

Do not use snapshots as
backups.

The snapshot ﬁle is only a change log of the original virtual disk. It creates a place holder
disk, virtual_machine-00000x-delta.vmdk, to store data changes since the time the snapshot
was created. If the base disks are deleted, the snapshot ﬁles are not suﬃcient to restore a virtual
machine.

Do not use a single
snapshot for more than
24-72 hours.

The snapshot ﬁle continues to grow in size when it is retained for a longer period. This can cause
the snapshot storage location to run out of space and impact system performance.

Delete snapshots when
they are no longer
required.

Snapshots consume disk space. Delete them to allow the disk to be available for other VMs.

Memory and Quiesce States
The following deﬁnitions apply to the memory and quiesce states:
State

Description

Note

Memory

If the <memory> ﬂag is 1 or true, a dump of the internal state of the
VM is included in the snapshot.
Memory snapshots take longer to create, but allow reversion to the
VM's running state when the snapshot was taken. This option
is selected by default. If this option is not selected, and quiescing is not
selected (see below), the snapshot will create ﬁles which are crashconsistent and which you can use to reboot the VM.

When taking a memory snapshot, the
entire state of the VM will be stunned. For
more information, read the VMware
Knowledge Base Article: Taking a snapshot
with virtual machine memory renders the
virtual machine to an inactive state while
the memory is written to disk (1013163).

Quiesce

Quiesce: If the <quiesce> ﬂag is 1 or true, and the VM is powered on
when the snapshot is taken,
VMware Tools is used to quiesce the ﬁle system in the VM. Quiescing a
ﬁle system is a process of bringing the on-disk data of a physical or
virtual computer into a state suitable for backups. This process might
include such operations as ﬂushing dirty buﬀers from the operating
system's in-memory cache to disk, or other high-level applicationspeciﬁc tasks.

Quiescing indicates pausing or altering the
state of running processes on a computer,
particularly those that might modify
information stored on disk during a
backup, to guarantee a consistent and
usable backup. Quiescing is not necessary
for memory snapshots; it is used primarily
for backups.

Snapshot a vApp/VM
Warning: Only one snapshot can be present at a time. If a snapshot already exists, it will be
deleted before the new new snapshot is created.
Follow these steps:
1. Click the My Cloud tab, and select vApps or VMs.
2. Right-select the vApp or VM and select Create Snapshot.

3. Select the required snapshot options and click OK.
Restore a vApp From a Snapshot
Warning: Restoring from a snapshot will discard ALL changes made since the snapshot was
created.
Follow these steps:
1. VMs with a snapshot will display a green tick as shown below.

2. To revert to a snapshot (recovery point), right-click on the vApp or VM and select Revert to Snapshot.
Note: Snapshot operations may take some time to complete.
Delete a vApp/VM Snapshot
Follow these steps:
1. VMs with a snapshot will display a green tick as shown below.

2. Delete the snapshot when it is no longer required. To do this, right-click the vApp or VM and select
Remove Snapshot. This will keep the VM in its current state and remove the recovery point.
Note: Snapshot operations may take some time to complete.

vCloud REST API
The vCloud REST API is a programming interface which allows administrators and clients to orchestrate the
management of the vCloud environment.
In This Section
This section contains the following help topics.
Use of Service Accounts
Use of Whitelists
Full Schema Reference on API Calls
Rest API Setup and IP Address Conﬁguration
Create an IP Address in a Whitelist
Delete an IP Address in a Whitelist
Reset Service Account Password
Delete a Service Account
Examples of Use
API Query Service

Use of Service Accounts
Service accounts are other CloudCreator users that have vCloud Admin access. They have the following
characteristics:
Do not need 2 factor authentication.
Have access to all vCloud VDC's across the organisation in all datacentres.
Can be used to access the vCloud GUI after login to CloudCreator.
Conform to the following password expiry rules:
Passwords cannot be set manually, and are auto-generated.
Expired passwords must be reset via the “Reset Password” option and any applications using the
Service Account will also need to be changed. See Reset Service Account Password
The application will lock out the Service Account after ten failed attempts. It will remain locked for
30 minutes before auto-unlocking.
There is no constraint on the number of Service Accounts created so they can be treated as
disposable in event of account lockouts or forgotten passwords.

Use of Whitelists

Revera only allows access to VDCs via API from whitelisted Public IP addresses. The IP addresses added to
the whitelist need to be the public facing source address of the machine making the API call.
Full Schema Reference on API Calls
The reference information relating to API calls includes:
The most up to date version of the vCloud API documentation: https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/
Current Revera version API reference:
https://pubs.vmware.com/vcd-55/index.jsp#com.vmware.vcloud.api.reference.doc_55/doc/index.html
PDF Guide with examples.
http://pubs.vmware.com/vcd-55/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vcd_55_api_guide.pdf
Rest API Setup and IP Address Conﬁguration
Use these steps to create a Service Account and add IP addresses from which you can connect to the API.
1. In CloudCreator, click Virtual Clouds, then select the required Parent or Child cloud.

2. Click Options and select Manage Subscriptions.

3. The Manage Subscriptions screen appears. Click on the Conﬁgure link for vCloud, as shown below.

4. The vCloud Conﬁguration screen appears. Click Create Service Account, then Create to conﬁrm.

5. An account will be created with a pre-populated username and password. You must copy and paste this
password, as it will not be accessible after you close this window.

6. Once you have copied and pasted the password, click OK to conﬁrm.
7. Once a Service Account is established, it can also be accessed directly from the Options menu. Click
Manage Resource Pool API Access.

Note: The Service Account may take a short period of time (approximately 10-15 minutes) to
replicate across all required servers and become fully available.

Create an IP Address in a Whitelist
Follow these steps to add an IP address to the vCloud Whitelist.
1. Scroll down the vCloud Conﬁguration screen, and under IP Whitelists, click the cog next to the
required datacentre. Click Manage IP Whitelist.
Note: This also shows the datacentre URL that the API calls are to be directed towards.

2. The Manage IP Whitelist screen appears. Click Add.

3. Enter an external IP address. Click Save to apply the changes.

The table and notes below set out the required format for entering IP addresses.
IP Address Types

Format

Single

111.111.111.111
(eg: 111.1.0.40)

Range

111.111.111.111-222
(eg: 111.2.0.40-50)

Group of IP addresses in the CIDR
format

111.111.111.111/xx
(where xx is a number between 24 and 32, eg:
101.20.40.100/28)

Notes:
In all cases the numbers 111 and 222 in the formats above are limited to being between the actual
values 0 and 255 (inclusive).

The following industry-standard 'Private' IPs are disallowed:
0.0.0.0 and 127.0.0.1

4. Once your Service Account has been created, you can connect to the API endpoint for the selected
datacentre using the IP address you have added.
Delete an IP Address in a Whitelist
Follow these steps to remove an IP address from the vCloud Whitelist.
1. In CloudCreator, click Virtual Clouds, then select the required Parent or Child cloud.

2. Click Options and select Manage Resource Pool API Access.

3. Scroll down to Whitelists and click the cog next to the required datacentre. Click Manage IP Whitelist.

4. The Manage Whitelist IPs screen appears. Click the cross icon

next to the external IP address you

wish to remove.

5. Click OK to conﬁrm the deletion, then Save. The IP address has now been removed from your Whitelist.
Reset Service Account Password
Follow these steps to reset the password for a vCloud Service Account.
1. In CloudCreator, click Virtual Clouds, then select the required Parent or Child cloud.

2. Click Options and select Manage Resource Poll API Access.

3. The vCloud Conﬁguration screen appears. Under Service Accounts click the key icon next to the
required account.

4. Click Reset to conﬁrm the password reset.

5. The new password displays in the conﬁrmation window. Important: You must copy and paste this
password, as it will not be accessible after you close this window.

6. Once you have copied the password, click OK.
7. Your password has now been changed.
Delete a Service Account
Follow these steps to delete a vCloud Service Account.
1. In CloudCreator, click Virtual Clouds, then select the required Parent or Child cloud.

2. Click Options and select Manage Resource Poll API Access.

3. Under Service Accounts click the

icon next to the account you wish to delete, as shown below.

4. Click Delete to conﬁrm the deletion.

5. The Service Account has now been removed.

vCloud REST API - Examples of Use
In This Section
This section contains the following topics:
Sources of Key Information
Environment Setup
Examples of Use

Sources of Key Information
The API call is made:
to the address below (labelled URL) speciﬁc to the destination datacentre
quoting the Organisation ID, Service Account Name (and password)
from an external IP address that is listed on the Whitelist IPs list for that datacentre.
See the highlighted ﬁelds in the screenshot below.

The user name for the initial authentication is in the format serviceaccount@organisation. The vCloud API
will return a token after authentication.

This section contains examples that show how this could be used in a test environment using the Postman
software. Postman is available at https://www.getpostman.com
Environment Setup
The environment setup is shown in the screenshot below. The only required variable is the authToken,
which makes other calls much easier.
For all requests the header ‘Accept:application/*+xml;version=ver’ is required, with ver being the vCloud
version. You can perform a GET on the /api/versions url to get a list of supported API versions and
schemas. API version 1.5 is now deprecated in vCloud version 8.0 and above.

Examples of Use
This section contains the following calls, and expected responses.
Logon Request
Get Admin Overview
Get vCloud Organization Information
Get VDC Information
Get Catalogs
Query Catalog
Deploy vApp
Query task

Logon Request

This call sends the Authorization / Accept headers to the sessions page in order to generate the Token.
In this example the url to post to is: https://wpdtestvcapi.cloudcreator.co.nz/api/sessions.

Expected response
The response provides an Authorisation Token in the header that will be required for all further API calls for
this session.

Get Admin Overview

Expected response
The response includes your ORG ID that is required for other API calls. This is a static entry so would not be
required for every API session. A user would usually add this to an Orchestration systems environment
variables.

Get vCloud Organisation Information

Expected Response
This call returns all information for the Organization. Useful for auditing and conﬁrming GUIDs of VDCs,
networks and general settings.
Get VDC Information

Expected Response
This call provides conﬁguration and usage information on the VDC resources. Can be used for any resource
validation checking within orchestration.
Get Catalogs

Expected Response
This returns the catalog information and provides the GUID of the ReveraSharedCatalogue which will be

used to get template information.
Query Catalog

Expected Response
This provides the items with a catalog, used to get the GUID of a template you want to deploy.
Deploy vApp

Expected Response
Conﬁrmation of the vApp build and a corresponding task GUID for capturing the progress of the build in the
orchestration.
Query Task

Expected Response
This call provides details on any task GUID that has been captured from a previous API call. This will

progress the state, any errors and progress. Used for orchestration to conﬁrm request success or failure.

vCloud API Query Service
The vCloud API Query Service provides a quick and eﬃcient way of searching for objects in vCloud
Director. A query string is used to deﬁne what type of object to return. The API will return all objects that
the user has permissions to view.
About the Schema Reference - (VMware reference)
https://code.vmware.com/apis/442/vcloud
There are two types of queries available:
Typed Queries
See the vCloud documentation page:

http://pubs.vmware.com/vcd-55/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vcloud.api.doc_55%2FGUID-43DFF30E-3
91F-42DC-87B3-5923ABCEB366.html
Packaged Queries
See the vCloud documentation page:

http://pubs.vmware.com/vcd-55/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vcloud.api.doc_55%2FGUID-9356B99B-E
414-474A-853C-1411692AF84C.html
The table below sets out examples of the query service.
Query Type

Input

Response

Typed

GET
https://vcdurl/api/query?type=orgVdcStorageProﬁle

• Status 200 OK
• Returns XML representation of all storage proﬁles that
the user has permissions to read. With href details of
GUIDs.

GET
https://vcdurl/api/query?type=vAppTemplate

• Status 200 OK
• Returns XML representation of all vApp Templates that
the user has permissions to read. With href details of the
GUIDs.

GET
https://vcdurl/api/vms/query

• Status 200 OK
• Returns XML representation of all VM’s that the user
has permission to read. With href details of GUIDs.

GET
https://vcdurl/api/vAppTemplates/query

• Status 200 OK
• Returns XML representation of all vApp Templates that
the user has permissions to read. With href details of the
GUIDs.

Packaged

